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AQUICK CRUISE OF THE NEWS
WEATHER: Warm and humid in (he AC saunas; cold with
cloudy periods in Clarence Comrad Hall; high winds in MuckDo-
nald Hall;stuffy and cloudy in the Recourse; stormsystem moving
in over Dr. Weird's office. Partly colour page. 8H.
TREES: New growth on campus as university promotion-people
discover another way tophotographWLU showing as many trees
as possible. 90E.
CHRISTMAS: Speaking of trees, people are advised to buy
Xmas trees early this year. Only 156 shopping days left. 45A.
BUG BROTHERS: Investigation of apartment
reveals disregard for regulations.
Cockroaches run rampant. More
than five living together. Homeless
students express anger. Mayor
Christ-
mas Carol intervenes. 3T.
FOOD: Resident students circulate
petition expressing satisfactioh with
food services. 500 sign. Dining Hall
staff awarded special medals. 9809H.
UW DEBT: Due to recent decision
for the university administration to
pay all incidental fees, UW amasses
huge deficit. 7E.
PAPER: Paper cuts are declared a national menace. Manufac-
turers compelled to produce paper with rounded edges. 78R.
BUILDING: Noone is sure what the nameof the building where
the students hang out really is. Neither is anyone sure what the
Dean's name is. Stay tuned. 980.
FLIES: It's almost summer and the flies will soon come out.
EXAMS: The staffof the Cord Weekly wish you the very best of
luck with your exams. Congratulationsto all those who manage to
graduate. 6Y
JOKE: Q: What's colourful and read allover? A: WLU TODAY.
91.
FOOD: Recent government report recommends that students
should eat more Kraft Dinner for its natural nutrition. Mothers
agree. 90P.
MOOSE: Watch out! If you go to Dave's this Saturday, he's
likely to serve you moose. Animal rights groups protest. 76X.
NATION: PM Baloney announces nationalization ofmin-
eral water in recognition ofSensor Jock Hebret. 89M.
■ Star-Kiss Tuna given government subsidy for compensa-
tion of losses caused by scandal .76C.
■ NDP goes right wing in new conservative craze. 7A.
■ Acid rain declared a problem. 6355.
EXPLOIT: Vancouver is declared a national disaster area.
Thousands flee homes involuntarily. Hockey stick takes
over city. 99H.
TODAY'S DEBATE:Turret music. In WLU TODAY'S
opinion, Turret music should be turned down and/or
turned off. 4A.
■ Turret music is the best thing since revolving turntables,
says student. 4A.
MONEY: WLU continues to rake in more money than most
profitable businesses. Tuition fees to rise. 88U. .
■ Economics class terrorized by terrorists. 89U.
SPORTS: Finalists announced for NHL's major trophies
including the Billy Smith Award for the most penalty min-
utes by a goalie. IC.
See the neat graph our talented artist drew. IC.
LIFE: I also do not know what is in this section because Matt
went to earnreal money at a real job. 88Q.
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Ostentatious
cockroach
WLU SNAPSHOTS
A took at statistics that shapethe campus
Source: Board of Health By Pritchard Nephews, WLUTODAY
Hood's apartment raided; bugs flee
By I. M. Biased
WLU TODAY
The tenants of 10Ostentatious
Drive woke up Monday morning
to find their building had been
condemned.
The board of health found the
number ofunrelated cockroaches
living in the apartments exceeded
the legal limit of500. Residents of
the buildingsaid the cockroaches
were very quiet and never caused
any trouble. They also added that
the insects occasionally made a
cheap meal for the university
students who couldn't afford to
eat because ofthe high rent.
Bratt Rickyson, Beagle Advi-
sor at University of Waterloo,
who offers legal advice some-
times, said that although the law
is unfair, there is nothing they
can do.
"I personally believe that as
many cockroaches should be
allowed to live together as possi-
ble, if they don't mind ..." said
Rickyson.
The buildingXowner is being
sued for damages by the Com-
mittee to Conserve Cockroach
Condos.
The owner's identityremained
a mystery until late yesterday
when WLU TODAY researchers
successfully determined the
ownerof the building. The apart-
ments are indeed managed by
Berry Hood management limited.
The actual building is in fact
owned by Dr. Witmann in trust
for a Mr. Johnston who actually
works for 165534987 Canada
Limited which is really Berry
Hood's company.
After making this discovery,
we found that Mr. Hood had
actually fired himself as manager
of his property, thereby releasing
himself from any liability.
When asked for comment, Mr.
•Hood said, "I have no comment
about anything!"
WLU TODAY also found that
Mr. Hood is actually one Adolf
Heinsermann, the ex-manager for
the Nazi concentration camps
during World War 11. He was
fired from that post in 1944 be-
cause he kept the camps in such
poor living condition. ,
Residents of 10 Ostentatious
Drive are now faced with the
problem of where to live. Most of
them cannow be seen sadly pack-
ing their Kraft macaroni & cheese
and saying goodbye to their fav-
ourite cockroaches.
One resident of the building,
who would only be identified as
Cheryl, said, "Those little guys
really grew on you after a while.
Most nights I would even sleep
with a few of them. We'll really
miss them."
A frequent visitor to the build-
ing, Richard, said, "Mr. Hood
really did everything to make
those multi-legged creatures feel
at home. He (Berry Hood) must
be a great cockroach lover, we'll
miss him too."
Craning for a better look
By Fred Flintstone, CAP
OH BLISS,OH JOY: More holes will litter Mudville's gentlyrolling landscape. More unsightly
monstrosities will mushroom in the wake of a recent invasion of giant red-necked yellow-
bellied cranes.
By Ron Shutterbug
Down with apathy: This student can not contain his delight with
the new park, hollering for joy in his native tongue.
Walking in
a weirder
wonderland
By There's A. K.
WLU TODAY
Wonder Land University an-
nounced today that the present
campus will be converted into a giant
amusement park. At a press confer-
enceheld in the mud pit, WLU Pres-
ident Dr. Jocular Weird announced
details of the multi-million dollar
theme park.
"It's going to be great," he said
with much enthusiasm. "It'll make
the campus a fun place to be. And
isn't that what university is all
about."
Tuition will be abolished, Weird
announced, and replaced by a daily
admission fee of $9.99. "Students
will love it," Weird said. "They hate
having to pay a big chunk ofmoney
in September. With this system, they
pay as they go."
Season passes
will also be availa-
ble for $1,999. Turnstiles will be set
up at each building
and each class
room door. Admission will be 75
cents for all buildings except the
Peters Buildingwhich will be an even
dollar.
"Business students don't like car-
rying too much change in their suit
pockets," Weird said.
The new amusement park theme
will increase the number ofstudents
applying WLU, but Weird said
"That's okay. We want to be able to
turn down the most students in the
country."
Weird also divulged that one of
the corporate sponsors
is McDo-
nalds. And to thank them for their
generous support. Weird
announced
that the current Dining Hall and
Torque Room facilities will become
giant McDonalds' restaurants com-
plete with golden arches. The revolv-
ingrestaurant proposed for the pres-
ent Student Union Buildingwill be a
more elegant McDonalds for
those
who like to shake when they have a
Big Mac attack.
Changes to the campus include:
■ an aquarium with whale and
dolphinshows in the present AC to
be known as Aqua Land.
■ swimming will still be availa-
ble,but in the man-made lake which
will be created on the current foot-
ball field.
■ windsurfing, sailing and pad-
dle boating will be some of the fun
activities available at Lake Land.
Case World (Peters Building) will
also be the home ofthe new Smurf
Forest. Weird said this is the ideal
location because of the mazes that
are onthe second and third floors.
"Those little blue critters will have
lots ofplaces to hide."
Residences will be converted into
deluxe hotels — named aftera fam-
ous and lovable bunch ofcharacters
— the Flintstones. "No oneremem-
bers who Euler, Willison, Conrad,
and the other guys are anyway.
And
everyone loves the Flintstones.
Con-
rad will become Wilma's House for
Wayward Women, Euler and Leu-
pold will become Pebbles and Bam-
Bam House, Willison will become
Barnie's Backyard, and Little House
willbecome Fred's House. Not to be
confused with Fred Hall, the new
bar and dance hall to be built over-
looking Lake Land. The new all
women's hotel which is just under
construction will be named Betty's
Brothel.
The executive of the campus
Water Buffalo Club areexcited about
the plans.
"It's about time they made the
university as fun as our club is," the
Grand Pooßah stated.
The club plans to lobby for a club
house in the park.
Other attractions include numer-
ous rides, many of which will be
housed in the soon to be built Arts
Centre. "With the price of admis-
sion, the buildingwill pay for itself in
no time," Weird said. Minister of
Colleges and Amusements Greg
"Cold Cash" Siberia was pleased
with the proposed changes to the
Arts Centre. In fact, he was so
pleased with the quick return on the
government's money, he could be
seen doing cart wheels outside of
Queen's Park.
Students will also benefit fromthe
new park by obtaining jobs as tour
guides, theme characters and ride
operators. "The wages will be low,"
Weird said, "but who needs money
when you're having so much fun?"
A monorail will connect Aqua
Land and Lake Land with the rest
of the campus. The tunnels from
Case World to Book Land (formerly
the Library)and to the CTB (Central
Ticket Booth) will be changed into
roller skating and skate board facili-
ties.
Parking lots will be replaced by
more attractions, rides and exhibits.
The monorail will also transport
students, faculty andstaff from park-
ing facilities off campus to the cam-
pus.
Weird and Waterloo Mayor
Christmas Carol jointly announced
Waterloo Park will be the site for
Wonder Land University parking.
Please see COVER STORY next page
Fledgling grads
hatch evil plot
By I. M. Agrad
WLU TODAY
At 8 a.m.onApril 1,1986,the
Graduate Liberation Army
(GLA), in asurprise bid for grad-
uate autonomy, stormed the Stu-
dent Union Building (SUB).
The GLA, a fringe revolution-
ary element of the Wonder Land
University graduate community,
has long been frustrated by what
they call the "bureaucratic bour-
geois bunglings of prepubescent
WLUSU politicians." Unwilling
to await the result of ongoing
negotiations between WLUSU
and the Wonder Land University
Graduate Association
(WLUGSA), this band of highly
educated and professionally train-
ed academics decided to take
events into their own hands.
The militaryoperationwas exe-
cuted swiftly and without flaw.
Not counting on surprise, but
rather on the.fact that WLUSU
fails to take graduate students
seriously, the GLA managed to
penetrate WLUSU central. All
the executive offices were occu-
pied before WLUSU members
had time to finish reading the
morning funnies in the GLOBE.
While grumbling that their cof-
fees were getting cold, the
WLUSU executives were herded
into WLUSU President Czarto-
simo's office where they were
interrogated for all the valuable
information they held. The inter-
rogation lasted three minutes.
The GLA guerillas held siege
over the SUB for four hours. The
Pianos picket
in protest
By Agent 995
WLU TODAY
The entire piano inventory of
the WLU Faculty of Music is
missing, says Lean Dean Grean
of the Wonder Land University
Faculty of Music. Foul play is
definitely suspected, although
some music students say some of
the clavier-like instruments may
have run away.
Students apparently discovered
the disappearances upon going
into the Alligator Arborium to
practise on March 32, 1986. Chief
of Insecurity John Bald estimates
the instruments have been miss-
ing since December 1, 1845.
"Perhaps they (the culprits)
backed a covered wagon to the
door and spirited them off," said
Bald. He added that the theft was
not serious, evenif thepianos are
never recovered..
"There must be a defect in the
inventory system," said Merle
Trainer, WLU Director of Imper-
sonal Services.
"It'll only cost them about
$225,000 to replace them," said
Anda Beer, Assistant Executive
to the Executive Assistant to the
Dean, of the 50-odd pianos.
"They (WLU) can take it out of
the $5.4 million they're squeezing
out of the government to build
that milk carton they call an arts
centre."
But several music students
think the pianos ran awav be-
cause of obscene working con-
ditions.
"They were always crowded
into little soundproof cubicles,"
trilled I. M. Harmonius, a 3rd
year voice major,sorrowfully.
"People pounded on them,"
said Guy Many, a minor charac-
terwith a major instrument in the
faculty. "It really was tough.
I
heard them cry
sometimes. Some-
times Uieir bass strings popped."
It is rumoured that several of
the upright pianos are currently
hiding out in the Phillipines.
WLU TODAY spoke to one of
the pianos, which was hiding
in
the back of Imelda Marcos' shoe
closet.
"We're sick of dominants,"
said the Yamaha model. "We
decided wehad to somehowdim-
inish the severe vibrato we're all
suffering
v
So, here we are."
The pianos were planning on
making it only a brief vacation,
but
say they like their freedom.
"We're notcomingback," said
the Yamaha. "It's great not to be
subdominant anymore. Besides,
they could neverkeep track of us
anyway."
Meanwhile, back at WLU, in-
security has doubled, in spite of
the fact that there is nothingleft
to guard.
"No one is allowed in the Arb-
orium ever again," said John
Bald. "It's for their own pro-
tection."
machine-gun-toting-terrorists
were demanding Brat Czartosi-
mo's head on a leather-embossed
copy ofthe Operating Procedures
Agreement. Unfortunatelyit (the
agreement) could not be found.
The fanatic freedom fighters
fought fiendishly for fun, funding
and freedom, (repeat ten times
quickly)
A ransom note was presented
to the Administration, listing
terms for the release ofthe under-
graduate politicians. The presi-
dent of the University, Dr. Jocu-
lar Weird was unavailable for
comment on the demands. After
hearing of the occupation, Dr.
Weird had to be rushed by ambu-
lance to KW Hospital where he is
being treated for convulsive
laughter.
GLA spokeswoman Shelley
Slaughter presented the army's
demands to WI.U TODAY to-
day:
1) A graduate palace (much
like the Taj Mahal).
2) A Lear jet (to attend OPEC
meetings and OFS conferences).
3) A 250-person Jacuzzi (to
enhance the sense of community
among graduate students).
.4) An extremely large dry mar-
tini (with two hundred and fifty
straws).
5) An MA graduate pension
plan (a guaranteed life-time in-
come).
The GLA was confident that its
demands would be met.
When asked by reporters what
their first action would be follow-
ing the occupation of the SUB,
GLA PropagandaMinister Mike
the Impaler replied: "The GLA
Provisional Government is giv-
ing serious consideration to re-
naming the building as its first
priority."
Students fast
for Quarters
By Sally Wayward
WLU TODAY
Last Thursday, Brat Czartosimo
called a surprise meeting of the
Wonder Land University Students'
Union Bored of Directors to an-
nounce his plans for a hunger strike
to protest
the administration's
antagonism toward the naming of
the Quarters Circus Centre.
After a heartfelt speech in which
Czartosimo urged the board to join
him in a vigil outside Dr. Jocular
Weird's office, members unani-
mously endorsed his suggestion by
nodding their heads vehemently.
After some discussion the group
agreed they would not eat between
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
today.
"Because of the administration's
blatant lack ofconcern for how we
the student body feel, we believe we
have no recourse in the situation at
hand," said Czartosimo.
"I was talking about Jock's
decision to bypass the political
structure to achieve an end far
beyond the scope of conventional
techniques, last week when I had
breakfast with Dave, I mean Mr.
Pepperson, Premier of Ontario,"
said Czartosimo. "We believe
that sometimes the situation de-
mands more forceful action than
the present modes available pro-
vide."
Seldom Freeloader agreed that
drastic action had to be taken to
force the administration to back off
from its confrontational stance.
"I know it's a major sacrifice, but
we can do it, if we all hold together
and strive towards a common goal.
We're hoping to draw attention to
our cause through the gambling of
our stomachs."
Bored members will meet outside
Dr. Weird's office today at noon
wearing emptybrown paper bags on
their heads.
When asked if skipping lunch
would be an effective form ofpro-
test, Czartosimo replied, "Any more
than that could damage our health.
What with the shortfall of funds,
federal and provincial cutbacks, and
the present appallingstateofOSAP,
most students are severely malnour-
ished on a steady diet of macaroni
and cheese, anyway. I think we can
have a much stronger effect on
society if westay strong and healthy."
When former Vice-Presidential
candidate. Sleeve "It's in the basket"
Eves, was asked about his position
on the protest, hereplied, "Well, uh,
I'm not too sure. I'm like most stu-
dents and don't really know any-
thing about this issue. And for the
record, I didn't really mean to start
that brawl at the mudwrestling
match."
WLU inclined to
be unbalanced
By Tawdry Flimsy
WLU TODAY
The incliningmeal balance system
is receivingrave reviews from WLU
— at least from Wonder Land Uni-
versity President Dr. Jocular Weird.
This system is very complexand
'only the university administration
can completely understand it. Ap-
parently patrons of the Dining Hall,
a haven for home cooking, eat less
while they pay more money. This
meal plan was organized with the
students in mind.
Students are required to pay for
their meals up front onpainofdeath.
"The students are happyto chipin
and relieve the Dining Hall of it's
$92,000 deficit," Weird said reas-
suringly.
When told the students did not
completely share his enthusiasm, Dr.
Weird was simply not delighted. He
was told ofa pending studentprotest
and was grieved those "ungrateful
wretches would ruin all
my good
intentions." He said he has cametoa
new resolution. "There is a war out
there; it's us against them. And I'llbe
damned if I let unemployedpreppies
in diapers get the best of us."
When asked who was winning the
war Dr. Weird stated: "Those reds
are doing a fine job, but obviously
since we have wrangled so much
moneyout of them we have the eco-
nomic clout, and we all know that
money speaks."
Dr. Weird said he is not about to
give up the system because he is
"simply delighted with it." It's the
most ingenious way yet the adminis-
tration has of bleeding the students
oftheir parents'hard earned money.
It's incredible! This plan restores my
faith in the administration. I can def-
initely say we are doing our job
effectively."
WLUSU's outgoing president,
Brat Czartosimo, was clearly out-
raged with this flagrantdisregard for
WLUSU. "I deem it unfair that the
administration should have both
their hands in the students' pockets
while WLUSU is left out in the cold
with nothing to plunder and its
zipper down."
President-electrocuted Brain Top-
less stated: "It's clearly unfair." Out-
going vice-president Jiffy Cake
stated: "It's clearlyunfair and cruel."
Dr. Weird has formed a food ser-
vice ad hoc sub-committee to allay
students' fear that they are paying
through the nose.
In light ofthe students' reaction to
the system Dr. Weird stated: "I
would be delighted if there was a
student
protest, petitions and all the
works, as long as I'm there when
they show up." Weird added that
students need to show more school
spirit.
Waterloo Today
Napoleon Bonaparte is defeatedby forces commanded by
the Duke of Wellington on a local battlefield. Dozens cheer.
The emperor's day: Napolean is informed that this is neither the right
Waterloo nor the right century: "Dammit, dammit, dammit," is his
only audible reply.
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Grads
Continued from 1A
COUCH POTATOES
OF THE WORLD ,*\\
UNITE! hi
You too can be anapathetic member
\ JW ? /
of C.PA everywhere. Couch Potatoes \v\ /
Anonymous are in the process
of C/
recruiting eligible vegetables for their \ jJ / si^/
summer
harvest from the couch. If /
you think you
have what it takes then \ K/
send resume & spud samples to us v/
today POTA^LX^
Requirements: ' ~
■*
• must recite characters on M*A*S*H.
Hammy Hamster, and the Y&R.
must participate in the semi
annual
p fr brochure send to*
activities: Save the Sofa Campaign.
rul l,cc or n r , S a 10.
and The Couch Convention (BYOC). C.P.A.
• must possess organizational skills in quj |n Field
areas of livingroom management.
r*.ln.
. .
.
be well versed in root movement kjiilly, ladnO
counselling and eye &
wart removal 555-SPCiD
THE CANADIAN NATIONAL
MODEL UNITED NATIONS
JULY 7 to JULY 12, 1986
for
young people across Canada at the
International Civil Aviation Organization Headquarters
IN MONTREAL
Over five hundred young people from across Canada will
attend the model UN. The simulations include the General
Assembly Plenary and two committees, the Security Council
and the InternationalCourt of Justice. Background materials to
aid the delegatesin their preparation for the conference, and
mission briefings from various members of the diplomaticcorps
from the United Nations Headquarters in New York and from
Canada will be available to the participants.
Invited guests include UN Under Secretaries-General, judges of
the International Court of Justice and several Ambassadors of
the UN as well as representatives of the federal and Quebec
provincial governments.
• Partial travel subsidies available.
• Delegate accommodation will be available at the McGill
University residences.
•
Registration Fee is $25.00, refundable until May 6, 1986.
• Applications will be accepted until all countries are
allocated.
EXCELLENT POSITIONS STILL AVAILABLE
Contact: Brigitte Robineault
Youth Projects Assistant to the Executive Director
United Nations Association in Canada
63 Sparks, Suite 808
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5A6
(613) 232-5751
■P Jv X .^H
«Jr ligiißiA. f^—
If you're graduating this year and you've believe in your future. And as you go up the
■ accepted career-orientedemployment ladder, we can help-in a lotof ways.
at an annual salary of $10,000 or more The Card can help you begin to establish
and have a clean credit record, you can get a credit reference. And, for business, the
the AmericanExpress Card. Card is invaluable for travel and restaurants.
That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. As well as shoppingfor yourself.
(And even if you don't have a job right now, Of course, the American Express Card
don't worry. This offer
is still
...-
-— —. is recognized around the world.
goodup to 12 months after you j So you are' too.
graduate.) I 8 So call 1-800-387-9666and
Why is American Express 1 ->> 11 ask to have a Special Student
making it easier for you to 1 "Jf Application sent to you. Or look
get the Card right now? Well, -w for one on campus.
simply stated, we recognize i~* '
_
J%s3f<tri? I The American Express Card,
your achievement and we 1c irtwi
jg Don't leave school without it™
American Express Canada,Inc is
a
registered
usero( the trade marks owned byAmerican Express Company«&Copyright
American Express Canada,lnc 1986 All Rights Reserved
#1
BURNING THE
_ . /
Before you burn out on a iff 112
rrfnd MIDNIGHT OIL? I Ma**,]
Pizza. In just 30 minutes 4 I jfjg
your
J y
I'
! CIKIAiCEimA DELIVERS™
| FINAU FLING; FREE.
Hot, deliciousPepperonl J Igjll
J {^919 WUcfAFTER 1(?00 PjJl3 '
\
Domino's Pizza, Inc. 8864290 © 1984Dofnlno'sPizza, Inc. I
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Grace under pressure
for these ecumenical
epicureans
By the Wt. Rev. Yom Dorkson
WLU TODAY
Fund cutting has hit another ven-
erable institution, the fortnightly
WLU Chaplains' breakfast. Held
regularlyin the Pastoral Room ofthe
Small Marten Centre, beginning
promptly at 9:30 a.m.. the Cha-
plains' Breakfast (which in recent
years has slid into the Marten Luther
Wake and Memorial Society Drunk
Lunch), has symbolizedthe ecumen-
ical flavour of Chaplinesque endea-
vour at WLU. Presbyterian, Luthe-
ran, Baptist and United, Roman
Catholic and Christian Reformed
chaplains meet for breakfast, eat
together, break for rest breaks, con-
vene again for lunch and eat some
more.
"For years," says Saul Sloshed,
Convener ofthe Chaplains and Chair
of the MLW&MS Drunk Lunch,
"our two societies have harmonized
and had great fellowship together.
Mainly we eat together, but we do
other things, too. Now this happens.
It's a shame."
The problem leadingto the cut in
funds began when the dumb waiter,
which services the Floral Room from
the cafeteria kitchen just below,
broke while carrying a Chaplain's
Breakfast up from the kitchen.
The dumb waiter declined com-
ment.
"It was just too much for it,"says
head chef Veritable Smorghasbor-
gen.
"The machine's load level is one
ton, give or take a few pounds. It was
okay until the new United Church
guy came on
board. It was always
right on the limit, right on a ton.
Now it's a hundred pounds over. It
was just too much."
The Chaplains have been notified
— by Chancellor Harvester herself,
whom they have invited to their next
breakfast — the cut in funding
should not be taken personally.
"Fund cuts are across the boards,"
the Chancellor was quotedas saying.
"I like to eat as wellas the next opera
singer, but these chaplains, well ...
there's a limit to what human flesh
can endure."
Ordure too. John Bald, director
ofmaintenance and insecurity, when
interviewed by WLUTODAY, said:
"You should see the men's johns
duringthe rest breaks. Unbelievable!
And these guys call themselves... no
doubt about it, they can eat!"
The chaplains, for the most part,
have accepted with sadness, but non-
violently, the administration's deci-
sion to cut their food allocation to
what might be considered in other
quarters a lumberjack's breakfast.
The Martin Luther Wake and
Memorial Society — whose mem-
bership is identical with the Cha-
plains' Breakfast group — have
resigned themselves to receive in
future a no-frills businessman's
lunch. Both events, from now on,
will be strictly BYOL.
No joy in Mudville
By Randy Funn
WLU TODAY
Increased bar area and de-
creased physical stress on the
Student Union Building have led
to the construction of Wonder
Land University's latest building.
Ground-breakingceremonies, at-
tended by WLU President Jocu-
lar Weird and Internal Revenue
Council (IRC) chair Danged
Right, were held yesterday.
During the ceremony. Presi-
dent Weird expressed his delight
with the new building."I'm hope-
fully just delighted,"he said.
The twelve-story buildingis to
be built on the southeast corner
of the football field. To allow the
lavish top-floorbar to be compet-
itive with facilities at the Univer-
sity of Waterloo, it will be named
Fred Hall (so U of W students,
confused at the best oftimes, will
mistake it for their own Fed
Hall).
"It's a major coup," said Won-
der Land University Students'
and Others' Organization (WLU-
SOO) President Brat Czartosimo.
"Speaking on behalf of myself
and OFS I think it is a major step
in the right direction towards a
new attitude towards student
buildings." Czartosimo is electri-
cution chair of OFS (Organiza-
tion of Fascist Students).
Referring to the ownership and
operations of the building, he
said, "The buildingwill be owned
by the students, but operated by
the university. The right to name
the building was given to the stu-
dents by the university's Bored
Governors, in view of the pre-
viously established ownership
situation." The students, through
a Naming Review Task Farce
(NRTF) chaired by WLUSOO
ex-director Ono Lice, chose the
name Fred Hall in honour of
long-timeDean of Students Fred
Quarters.
According to WLU's legal
advisor, Veg Drainy, the building
will be managed under an Oper-
ating Procedures Agreement
which states that all operating
costs, staffing and licensing ar-
rangements will be the direct
responsiblity of the university.
The university will also collect all
revenues.
WLU's Director of Psychic
Plant and Procrastination, Rest-
less Robinson, stated that the
Turret could no longerbe used as
a dance pub, due to stresses on
the floor. "Dancing, especially
slam dancing, should be forbid-
den," he explained. "Otherwise,
the floor could crash down within
a few days."
"The Turret is goingto be con-
verted into a revolving restau-
rant," said master architect Gone
Linglego. "This will rotate the
stress evenly over the whole build-
p
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By Lucy Van Pelt, YIP
DIGGING FOR GOLD: Two industrious vagrants picked up shovels yesterday and
joined in the search for $8 million in gold rumoured to be buried on campus. This was, in
reality, an ingenious hoax to have the foundations of Fred Hall excavated at minimum
expense to Wonder Land University.
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Hamster
terrorists
attack
By Sally Wayward
WLU TODAY
Five Terrorists, armed with
- tasteless records. - took ' WLU
Canceller FluorineHarvester hos-
tage in a breathtaking display of
daring-do last night. The terror-
ists, who masked their identities
by wearing frosh boxer shorts on
their heads, are demanding the
replacement oftheGolden Hawk,
the present official symbol of
Wonder Land University, with
Rambo Hamster.
"We don't feel that weedy,
scrawny
bird is a symbol of the
rebellious, non-conformist zeal
that burns in the hearts of Laur-
ier students," said the masked
editor of WLU TODAY, twid-
dling the earring in his left ear.
The editor who asked to remain
nameless added, "Rambo Hams-
ter epitomizes the revolutionary
spirit lurking beneath the appar-
ent apathy of Wonder Land
l.'imerMU;7;;; :
The terrorists have approp-
riated the WLUSOO offices and
arc playing "All the Girls I've
Loved Before" by Willie Nelson
and Luciano Pavarotti. "You're
. Having My Baby" by Paul Anka
and "Like a Virgin"by Madonna
continuouslyuntil their demands
are met.
Fluorine Harvester is reported
to be pleading for respite from
the barbarous atrocities, and
faints periodically.
One of the terrorists is deman-
ding a chiropractor at Health
Services in addition to the institu-
tion of Rambo Hamster.
"The two issue!are compati-
ble in some vague way ..." he
trailed off. When asked why he
joined the hit squad, he replied,
"Idunno. I had this urge, you see
"It's about time students star-
ted to show some guts and stand
up to the administration. It's
great to see some spirit in stu-
dents. I don't like brown-nosed
administrative toadies," said a
certain overgrown student who
has been at Wonder Land Uni-
versity for 23 years. "But don't
quote me on that."'
Another of the group was
reluctant to speak;(g the WLU
TODAY reporter. He agreed to
speak to WLU TODAY on the
condition that the KW Record
would not scoop the student
paper.
He phoned from Toronto to
say he was sorry
he couldn't be
there.
"Nuke it, nuke it all. See if I
care," he was heard to mutter
into his mustache. He was the
only oneof the group to confess
to having a silly nickname.
? "Hey, Sally *baby," the final
terrorist greeted this reporter,
"This is like a mega drag, man,"
He expressed regret at the drastic
tactics they had to use, but
explained why he preferred the
popular comic-strip hero to the
former symbol of Wonder Land
University. "Rambo hamster is
boss. The bird is the worst, ever."
All the desperados said they
hoped for a quick resolution to
the hostage-taking, and that
WLUSOO and the administra-
tion would let the outmoded
symbol ofbygone days die a well-
deserved death.
By Louis Delgrande PUP
UNMASKED DESPERADO: A Rambo Hamster terrorist
C*° ve his mask ,or 8 P ic ' on the condition that
WLU TODAY not reveal his name.
Maddox frenzy
By Yom Dorkson
WLU TODAY
The Fine Arts Faculty at Uni-
versity of Uknowwho almost
came to blows yesterday over the
controversial issue ofnaming the
newly constructed Arts building.
One prof suggested his own
name. Another prof objected.
The first prof objected to the
objection and discussion soon
lost any semblance of objection-
able objectivity. The object in
question was a puke-green sign
bearing the first profs name. '
Armed with only his trusty
screwdriver (nicknamed "Ex-
By Benito Mussolini
calibur"), prof no. 1 ascended a
ladder and personally removed
the sign prof no. 2 had earlier
placed on the wall above the
entrance. With frothing spittle
drenchinghis goatee the first prof
viciously asserted that profno. 2
"wouldn't know an oxymoronic
trope if it recapitulated your
phvlogeny and alliterated all over
your suede loafers and elbow
patches, you bitch!" Not to be
outdone, prof no. 1 responded
with an equally abusive vomit of
words, but was thankfully cutoff
by University of Uknowwho Presi-
dent, Slug Fight who levied a
Dean today, Don tomorrow?
By Red Sailor
WLU TODAY
In an unprecedented move
Wonder Land University Dean of
Students, Dean Fred Quarters, has
changed his name to "Student
Union" in order to clear his name
from the current controversy on
campus.
Last nightDean Quarters replaced
the name plate on his desk with one
bearing the title "Student Union -
Dean of Students."
"I wanted to end the big fuss on
campus," he said. "I felt changing
my name was in the best interest of
all concerned."
The old namj>plate is in Won'ti-
son Hail lor the time being.
Residents of A 2 Won'tison liad
predicted the Dean's move. They
figured Dean Quarters wouldn't need
his old name much longer so they
arranged to buy it for their lounge.
Brat Czartosimo, president of
Wonder Land University Students'
Union, said it was uncharacteristic of
Student Union(formerly Dean Quart-
ers) to become involved in thename
game.
"He was aware of the Students'
Union's willingness to purchase his
name and also Dr. Weird's position
on the issue,"said Czartosimo. "Ifhe
sold his name plate, he should have
dealt with the Students' Union. I per-
sonally would have been interested."
WLUSU's lawyer said Student
Union's (formerly Dean Quarters)
decision to change his name contra-
venes the trust relationship that exists
between the individual and the pro-
vincial government through the Ont-
ario Personal AcknowledgementAct.
The OPAA states that proper pro-
cedure for changing names must be
followed. The Dean's move is legal
only if the Students' Union agrees to
immediately change the name ofthe
Quarters CampusCentre to the Stu-
dent Union Building in honour of
Dean Union (formerly Dean Quart-
Newparty
caters to
outcasts
By Merdinand Farcos
WLU TODAY
A new campus political party
has started at Wonder Land Uni-
versity.
The party will be known as the
Peace-Pipe Party and the cam-
paign slogan will read, "Come
smoke the peace-pipe with us,"
according to the new party's found-
ing president Bya Lunatic.
"Membership will be open to
left-wing liberals, left-handed
right wingers, centres who wish
they could play left wing instead
of skating all over the ice, follow-
ing plays into the corner, and
standing out in front of the net
when they know they shouldn't
be, people who hate government
rhetoric, satirical radicals, radi-
cal satiricists and raving lunat-
ics," according to Lunatic.
"In general the party is anti-
Reagan. Though we may be crazy,
we are not so crazy as to
believe
in his ludicrous defence policy,"
said Lunatic.
Floundering party vice-presi-
dent I. M. Luny outlined the par-
ty's principles in an exclusive
WLU TODAY interview late last
night.
"We are strong advocates of
pollutionelimination — not con-
trol; we don't believe in pollution
control. Control is a word that
allows politicians and company
owners to deceive, to hide the
truth, and to basically lie to the
public and get away
with it," said
Luny.
"Instead we will try to elimi-
nate pollution to the best of
hu-
man technology," he added.
"The peace-pipers will fight to
eliminate irrational government
spending, retarded government
games especially those proceed-
ings in the House of Commons,"
stated Lunatic.
The Peace-Pipe Party Consti-
tution
states
the
party is con-
cerned with all issues that jeo-
pardize the well-being of the
common people, the earth (includ-
ing all three worlds), vegetation
and animal life.
Opponents and founders ofthe
party agree that the Peace-Pipe
Party is aninsane response
led by
1 slightly insane people trying to
make this evenmore insane world
a little less loony.
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BRING 'EM TO McGINNIS
If you have a Large party of 8 or
more, McGinnis can reserve your
table
anytime from Sunday to Thursday
Please talk to the manager
about
the special times available on Friday
and Saturday.
The more the merrier!
160 University Avenue at Phillip Street. (886-6490)
WLU
TODAY
"WLU TODAY hopes
to
serve as a form of self-
indulgence for an
over-
worked Cord staff
and help
to promote unity."
—Fred J. Taylor
Chairand Founder
April 1,1986
Red Sailor
Klrk Chuckham
Editor
Editorial Dictator
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The Debate:
TURRET
Today's debate Includesour opinion
that theTurret should
turn down Its
music so that our office
floors do notvibrate,
plus less biased views by
students, more biased views by
Turret staff, views of the city seen from
the Turret window,
and voices from across
the campus.
Turret brainwashing
scam uncovered
We are being manipulated. We are mere pawns
in a complicated
chess game far beyond our most wild imaginings.
For while we drink
and dance in the orgiastic miasma we call
the Turret, we are blissfully
unawareofcircumstances that
willchange ourlives
forever. Scambored
DJs are part of the most elaborate and
ingenioushoax ever perpetrated
on Wonder Land students. They lull us
into a twilight zoneof apathy
and complacency.
Scambored DJs are, in fact, undercover agents for
WLUSOO and
the administration. The two have cooperated
for once on an under-
handed deal toswindle students oftheir god-givenright toworry, gripe,
and protest. Instead
ofbiting ournails, chanting and swaying in unison
or setting ourselves on fire, we turn to
the Turret and alcohol tor
comfort from a worldspinningout ofcontrol.
Andit's all a plot to keep
our minds off
real things.
For example, how many students are aware
of the administration's
free trade agreement with the
States? Last week Dr. Weird was seen
wrapped in a cloak ofsecrecy, headingto
Washington.There he met in a
joint trade summit with
Ronald Reagan where the two
discussed latest
developments in the heady
world of high defense and tight-fisted
finance. Menacing plans are afoot to
install Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles in the foundations of Bouckaert
Hall in return for sending ten
of WLU's most promising biz nobs to the States to
save the country
from its financial quagmire.
Did WLUstudents know orcare aboutthis
latest alarming development?No way —
latent radicals were getting
pissed in the Turret and puking on their penny
loafers.
And what are students doingabout the blatant repression
of free
speech on the computer system? Concerned students are not
taking to
the streets to protest the
fact that typing a dirty word on CP6 can
result
in a nasty letter, suspensionof"computer privileges" or,
ifthe words are
particularly offensive, expulsion from
school. Neither didthey march in
support of the poor sod
who was forced to type
"I will not curse, swear
or otherwise insult the intelligenceofCP6 as long as we
both shall live
1000 times. Instead potentially socially conscious
students were slam-
dancing in the last bastion of craven immorality,
expressing a dark
primordialurge to maim and crush
human body parts.
And what about inequities in the Student Union Building?
Do
students care that while WLUSOO basks in
the relative comfort of
carpeted floors, surrounded by breathtakinglyoriginalprints,
the over-
worked, underpaid staff of WLU TODAY fall
off ripped chairs and
stare at putrid stale walls? No. Instead they are
lured to the Turret,
where glasses are shattered on the beer-drenched floor at regualr
intervals.
And what is so distressingis that it was all planned, we were meant to
become a bunch of mindless wimps! Scambored DJs use
backward
masking, and other secret agents slip intoxicating liquids into our
drinks. We are doomed to lose ....
If you listen carefully to Turret music, you can
hear the messages
programmed to seduce oursubconsciouses with
irresistible subtlety, like
a deadly lullaby. Phrases like "Throw beer bottles,"
"Sit on your
neighbour,"and "Support Pretoria — buy Calling
O'Thiefbeer" bom-
bard our vulnerable psyches.
And alcohol! Why only last Thursday I went
into that place stone-
cold sober, and after only three double rum
and cokes was madly wildly
flagrantly inebriated! The
fact that such a mild-mannered reporter as
I
could be so misled is an indication of
the
power
Scambored and other
undercover agents wield over us unsuspecting
students.
So we have to fight this brainwashing with all our might.
Let's once
again raise our sweet young voices in a
sentimental chorus of choler!
Armed rebellion can be fun, if only you know how!
Wondering in Wonder Land
Heavy Cellist
guest columnist
Well, Red, it sure has been a long
year.
I am sitting in the Scambored
office watching the ceiling vibrate
from the packed dance floor up-
stairs. It's funny because no matter
how
many
letters are written to
WLU TODAY about how bad our
musical taste is, the ceiling in the
office always shakes Thursday. Fri-
day and Saturday nights. I guess
those who dance, all 500 of them, are
just puttingup with things and aren't
really having agreat time. Ifthey are
having a terrible time listening to our
terrible music then why do I have to
dust the dust from the ceiling tiles off
my
desk in the morning?Why, Red,
why? This brings me to a couple of
questions I have been meaning to
ask
you
in the hope I will gain
answers from your vast wisdom:
— why do people buy ceramic
fire dogs on Wheel of Fortune?
— why do people dress like cad-
avers then go to
the Turret and
wonder why they have to dance
alone?
— why hasn't the entire Students'
Union Building disintegrated, be-
cause we haven't named it yet, like
Brat said it would?
— why do people stillwear those
yes buttons when they only wore
their carnations for an afternoon
duringfrosh week? :
— why do people pretend they
are upset when someonedies and say
they knew that person when they
aren't and they didn't?
Heavy Cellist is a Scambored worker
who frequently plays Nana Mousse
Curry in the Turret.
— why don't we have anelevator
in the Students' Union Building?
— why the fuck is Niki Newman
such an airhead?
—
do Biz nobs really keep brown
bag lunches in their brief cases?
—
what do they ship styrofoam
in?
— which lane is the fast one and
how dopeople live in it with all those
fancy Italiansports cars onthe road?
Well, I guess I had better get
back
upstairs. This office is once again
getting cloudy with ceiling tile dust.
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust
Agent 994
WLU TODAY columnist
They asked me how I knew ...
Turret dust was blue... and I replied,
"Cause it's in my eyes ... dust gets
in
your eyes."
I should know. My desk is in an
office. Underneath the Turret. My
office ceilingclicks against my office
doorframe on Turret nights. Leave,
you say? 1
can't. Someone has to
keep the world informed.
That's because everyone else is
dancing as fast as they can on my
head.
This is what happens when the
floor moves:
A) Everything clicks down here,
in negative ways.
B) The floor of the Turret gets
weaker. Structural engineers say it
could go in the next ten seconds or
the next ten years, whichever comes
first.
C) Dust gets in my contact lenses.
So, I'm losing contact. I'm out of
sight with reality.
If the Turret floor collapses, this is
what will happen:
A) The WLU TODAY offices
will be buried, factually, the Scam-
bored DJ's havt been planning this
information catastrophe since peo-
ple started writingletters to the editor
about how much they don't like dif-
ferent stuff. Myself, I think the mus-
ic's ok. All I canhear down here are
the floor beams rattling. That must
mean lots ofbass.
B)The WLUSOO offices will sur-
vive unscathed. All the hot air from
all those self-righteous infant shit-
disturbers will hold
up
their two tons
of flooring.
C) The Turret will have to be
rebuilt. This means it will need
renaming. The administration will
step in, take over, and turn it into a
Pentecostal revival church. Halle-
lujah!
D) No one will know the Turret
has been destroyed because the
WLUTODAY offices won't exist to
tell them.
I'm glad the Turret is being
turned into a revolving restaurant.
Maybe they'll serve real neat food
like Frank 'n Stuffs, those new chili-
stuffed hotdogs. Draft beer, and
Taquitos. A real class joint.
I'm going out to sand-blast my
eyes. Then I'm going up to the
Turret to participate in our demise.
You know what they say in WLU-
SOO: "Ifyou can't beat them, slam
them!"
Morrison alive, says
Turret is unreal
Jim Morrison
WLU TODAY columnist
PARIS
— Okay, man, there's
just one thing I want to get
straight from the start, man. I
don't know where this Turret
place is, and I really don't care,
man. The Doors never got
boo-
ked to play any place called the
Turret, so anybody who gives a
flying (expletive deleted) about
such a smallminded, provincial
place isn't worth a flying (exple-
tive deleted) himself.
I hear they don't evenplay
the
Doors, man, or at least not nearly
often enough, man. I hear there's
some sort of (censored) controv-
ersy over subliminal Devil-wor-
ship messages in the stuffthey
do
play, though. What a (censored)
crock of (unprintable), man.
Everybody knows all that back-
ward-masking(censored) doesn't
work worth (expletive deleted).
We tried putting messages on
"The Soft Parade," but it all
(censored) up, man. Ray Man-
zarek said "Hold your breath 'til
you turn blue," and Robby
Kneger said "Look at my shoes,"
and I said "Go play in traffic, you
little (unprintable) creeps," and
what do you
think everybody
did, man? Sweet (expletive dele-
ted)all. that's what, man. Except,
for some reason, the part
about
the shoes. Maybe that was be-
cause we put that one on
for-
wards instead of backwards,
man. I don't (censored) know,
man.
But, at any rate, man, I think
it's (censored) well about time
somebody put some good
honest-
to-God Devil-worship lyrics into
the steady stream of (unprinta-
ble) schlocky middle-of-the-road
(expletive deleted) that we're
forced to listen toon the radio, in
bars, and especiallv in (censored)
shopping malls, which is about
Jim Morrison has been in France
since 1971.
the only place that (two exple-
tives deleted)belongs, along
with
all the squareheaded preppy little
balls offestering pus and (an obs-
cene expression that defies des-
cription) that listen to it belong.
No, come to think of it. all
those little argyle-swaddled fer-
rets should all be locked up in a
dark (censored) room and beset
by rabid vampire bats. I mean,
anybody that actually admits to
ever of his own volition having
listened to Corey Hart deserves
no better, and probably a whole
(censored) lot worse. Why can't
anybody play any decent music
nowadays? Did the entire (exple-
tive deleted) world go and have a
massive (obscenity) lobotomy
while I was away, man?
1 hear even the (censored) Jef-
ferson Airplane (which wasn't
even that good a band at their
best, man — they couldn't hold a
candle to the Doors, man, and
besides, Grace Slick is, was, and
always will be a bitch) have
changed their (censored) name
seventeen (censored) times and
are now playing (unprintable)
Top-40 bubblegum (expletive
deleted),man. It makes me want
to (censored) vomit, man.
And another thing: I'm (cen-
sored) sick and tired of people
saying I'm dead, man. Can't a
guy take a (expletive deleted)
extended vacation without eve-
rybody and his (censored) dog
going off half-cocked? I mean,
did any of you actually SEE me
die? Have any of you actually
found my moldering body rot-
ting beneath the earth? NO? Then
why don't you all (stream of obs-
cene invectives beyond belief)!
The fine art
of seduction
Eska the Moose
WLU TODAY columnist
It's that time of year again.
Exams, tests, essays, what a major
drag. Time to lighten up Wonder
Land University student?! There
is a place for us. Upstairs in the
Turret where you can escape from
humdrum student life. Come to
the throbbing heart of Wonder
Land's nightlife.
This is specifically aimed at
female students on campus who
aresearchingfor that special some-
one for a meaningful relation-
ship. The Turret is an ideal place
to find a man. But how to attract
a man ...?
Clothes
■ lose the plaids, business-like
suits, shirts buttoned up to the
neck. Don't mix business with
pleasure. Wonder Land men like
women who look like they know
how to have fun, relax, and go
wild in small quantities.
■ don't bother wearing dog
collars, spiked magenta hair or
ripped fish net nylons. The kind
of guys you'd attract in this get-
up
couldn't perform even if they
wanted to.
■ forget about Black Sabbath
t-shirts, Ozzy Osbourne, and
other musicians to weld by, unless
you're into bondage or maso-
chism. Head-banger guys con-
sider sex on par wun woriang out
with a punching bag. If you're
into pleasure, leave rocker shirts
at home.
■ stick to soft, feminine clo-
thes with a touch of vampish style
— men like their women to be
part saint, part whore (ask
Robertson Davies).
Conversation
■ always remember that flat-
tery will get you everywhere.
Once you've decided on the man
you want, find things about his
clothes, looks, or masculine smell
tosincerely compliment him on.
Men like to have their egos
stroked.
■ it's always a good idea to
draw the man's attention to sex,
in subtle
ways. Very light nuan-
ces in a conversation let him
know that you're not devoid of
passion, and find him attractive.
■ light brushes against the
sleeve are usually effective. For a
more dramatic effect, fall against
him on the dance floor.
■ when slam-dancing, do not
smash into the man so hard he
flies across the dance floor. Men's
egos are easily bruised and they
do not like it if a woman hurts
them.
Definitely don't ...
■ puke. This gives you bad
breath, and can be a definite
hindrance to romance. Also you
come across as a wimp becuase
you
can't hold your liquor.
Try not to ...
■ be drunker than the man
you're sweet on.This way, he can
tell
you his whole life story while
you
listen in wide-eyed wonder.
Later, after his girlfriend dumps
him, he'll come running to you
because he will think you're the
only woman who understands
him.
Ifyou want a serious relation-
ship
■ definitely don't move in, call
him all the time, or be a general
nuisance. They'll think you're just
a kid in puppy love, and shun
you. Ifthey show no interest after
a few subtle attempts to'get their
attention, forget them
... they
obviously have no taste.
VOICES ACROSS WLU/ On what grounds should you be kicked out of the Turret?
MANN DREW, 21
Fashion Photographer
Frampton, Ont.
People should definitely be
kicked out ofthe Turret for wear-
ing Miami Vice jackets or alliga-
tor shoes. People who go to West-
ern should also be forcibly re-
moved from the premises.
JOE WILEY, 28
Lawyer-in-training
London (Western), Ont.
If I looked like Phil.
PHIL VIS, 27
Biz Knob
Waterloo(WonderLand), Ont.
If I looked like Joe
ETHER McGAS, 21
Production Worker
Bomb the Beach, Ont.
On what grounds should peo-
ple be kicked out of the Turret'
1
On nice soft styrofoam or grass.
JACK , 69
Actor-at-large
Manhattan, N. Y.
Only when the sun comes up.
That's the Scoop.
STEVE GILBERRY, 26
Concerned Citizen
Wherever. Ont.
We should have lights at Hazel
Street and University Avenue,
because too many people get kill-
ed when they come out of the
Turret after getting kicked out.
DILL PICKLE WAYWARD, 3
Junior Business Associate
Waterhoo, Ont.
I don't know.
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ONE LINE ON THE NEWS
Aformer Turret staff member says that the Turret beer
is
usually delivered onTuesday except last year when the strike
was on and then it wasn't deliveredat all.
Anyone else could have told you that.
ing, and partial collapse can be
held off for at least two years."
WLUSOO'sformerCheapElec-
trical Officer, Boppin Safari,
stated the conversion met with
her approval despite allegations
ofwrongdoingin the much-talked-
about Turret/revolving restau-
rant renovation referendum held
late last weekend. Safari's resig-
nation in itself was controversial.
"Revolving restaurant renova-
tion referendum resignations
require ratification. Regulations
regardingreferenda remain regard-
less," responded Czartosimo.
The only loss suffered as a
result of the construction will be
some area of the football practice
field. "No problem,"said WLU
athletic director and head water
boy Britch Lowbrough. "Our
guys can just practice around it.
It. will be great for blocking
practice."
When asked how this would
affect the WLU Bald Eagles'
kicking game, Lowbrough poin-
ted out the building provides an
ideal practice target. "Since we
lost Sleeve Plainly to the Windsor
Glancers this year, Loose Gerit-
olson will be resuming his kick-
ing duties,and let me tell you, he
needs all the help he can get.
Practicing kicking over a twelve-
story building is just what he
needs."
speaking-fee on all present, ex-
cluding himself and a bevy of
beauty pageant bimbos whom he
had in tow. The two profs have
requested anonymity.
The controversy was finally
resolved when an anonymous
suggestion evolved into an
unanimous decision: the new
building's name is now the
Everette Maddox Arts Lecture
Hall. Professor Emeritus ofEver-
etteMaddox Studies and Head of
the Everette Maddox Poetry
Dept.. Dr. Chesty Morgan, then
proceeded to deliver an im-
promptu nine-hour speech, con-
cluding, "Everette Maddox. A
noun. A name. A place. It's my
sincerest hope that this new
Memorial Everette Maddox Arts
Library will help to bring out the
little Everette Maddox that lurks
within each of us."
ers).
Mrs. Quarters said she finds the
Dean's new name interesting. "It's
like being married toa different man.
The changehas put new life into our
marriage."She is not, however, going
to change her name to match the
Dean's.
WLU President Dr. Jocular Weird
said they will have to change the
calendar again to match the Dean's
new name and finds all these changes
are becoming really tiresome.
By Joan Armatrading, IP
WARM WELCOME: Eager students greeta long-awaited UFO with
open arms Monday, after camping on the muddyplaying field for a
week.
Somewhere over the rainbow
Seeking
pianos
By Tawdry Flimsy
WLU TODAY
WLU Insecurity Chief John
Bald is simply mortified at the
theft of the pianos from the TA
under the nose of the unsuspect-
ing noses of these alert, dedicated
upright, and sometimes uptight,
insecurity officers.
This theft threw a wrench into
the plans of these officers for a
nice quiet academic year, now
they will have to work overtime.
"We were even planning a liqui-
dationparty," Bald sniffed sadly.
It's obviously a touchy situa-
tion now — and the insecurity
force is putting its elbows to the
grindstone to "lynch the little
shit-disturber,"according to one
haggard officer. They are staying
up untilallhours ofthe day, miss-
ing needed sleep, to keep an eye
on the situation and their finger
on the pulse of the campus.
Later they plan to move their
work outside the confines of the
office, "providing the weather
holds
up
of course," chimed in
one alert officer, who was home
on vacation when the pianos were
stolen. They plan to start a tho-
rough search ofthe campus soon.
"We are puttingour all into it,
as are the Waterloo Regional
cops, the OPP and the RCMP, in
order to locate these music
boxes," said Bald.
They are right on top of things
commented another observant
officer, who predicted the whole
mystery will be cleared up in no
time at all
— another six to eight
years at
the most.
Merle Trainer, Wonder Land
University director of Impersonal
Services, was not pleased. "What
kind of incompetent,eh, eh, nin-
nies run this place?" he asked
sadly after furtively searching for
a word in his Hand Handbook of
Epithets to express
his dissatisfac-
tion. "Why don't they hire guard
dogs. The fire station does it, and
you don't hear them complaining
that their bigred toys get stolen."
In the interim, the Salvation
Army graciously donated a few
historical relics from the past to
be placed at the students' dispo-
sal. Everyone seems content with
the new additions to the Yamaha
family.
"It makes noise," onestudent
commented dubiously. She was
obviously thrilled with the new
pianos.
In order to raise the money to
buy new pianos, the music stu-
dents are planning a strip-a-sing-
drink-a-long contest. They have
condescendingly allowed the
other faculties to join in this
serious event — mainly to expose
all the spare tires rolling around
campus.
Revolting soap
addicts riot
By Chick N. Winger
WLU TODAY
Last week this reporter's alter
ego, Mr. UT&T the Second, was
sitting in his office pondering
such deep and meaningful pon-
ders as just who the h-11 this
Lafferty guy is, why everyone
wants his circle put on overheads
and whether or not the REAL
Achieve Management Team will
ever stand up; when I heard what
sounded something like the death
call of two thousand Australian
pythons. Being an ace-type re-
porter, I quickly grabbed my
trusty computer terminal and
several miles of extension cord
and rushed towards the sourceof
the sound to cover the event for
my faithful reader (namely my
mom). After a breathless dash, I
promptly arrived at the tv lounge
just in time to witness history in
the making.
Itseems that the sound I heard
was not two thousand dying
pythons but rather two thousand
Y&R fans goinginto shock at the
realization that some foolhardy
person would actually dare to try
and take away the tv in the
middle of their favorite soap.
You might ask who would do
such a dastardly deed and I might
answer that that is a good
question but since I refuse to get
into such inane conversations I'll
just tell you that it was noneother
than Brain Topless and leave it at
that.
This reporter has learned that,
in his exuberance to try and solve
the office space crunch at
WLUSU, our prez-elect decided
to convert the tv lounge into a
new exec dining lounge and so
ordered the tv et al removed.
Needless to say, the Y&R'ers
were shocked and angry. In fact,
they were so angry that with just
a little coercion from your favor-
ite reporter (who needed a really
goodstory for this week's edition
and canrecognize an opportunity
wheahe seesone) they promptly
formed a semi-organized mob
and dedto march on the
WLUSU offices, screaming such
catchy slogans as "We're Young
and really restless!" and "We're
heeeere!" as they went. It was a
sight to turn a reporter's thoughts
to visions of a Purlitzer Prize and
maybe a front page byline even!
The mob quickly demolished
the WLUSU offices and headed
out for better and bigger targets,
leaving a stunned Brain to ask
himselfwhether or not this meant
his people didn't love him anv-
more.
Not wanting to miss the action,
yours truly nonetheless took time
out to toss Brain a daisy so that
he could find the answer to that
questionbefore turning to follow
the crowd. He watched them
destroy the BACCHUS office
and then head towards Scam-
bored. Here the group felt its first
resistance. Scambored, in an ef-
fort to save their last refuge from
creditors, were merciless. They
quickly turned the enraged crowd
from their doorstep by bom-
barding them with old Village
Person tunes, thus enflicting
heavy casualties. The horde,
realizing they couldn't fight this
kind of tactics without the aid of
mustard
gas. prudently decided
to turn to easier prey.
By this time the mob was
starting to die out. Some attri-
buted this to the fact that they
found out the campus insecurity
force was on the way, but I think
it was more likely due to the fact
that the commercials were over.
A few hearty souls pressed on
however and moved on to the
next door in the hallway. Here is
where the greatest tragedy ofthe
whole incident occurred, for be-
hind that door were the CORD
offices. Remember how it felt to
find out that there was no Santa
Claus? (You didn't know that
there wasn't a Santa Claus?
Damn! Well, imagine how you
feel right now after just finding
out that there isn't a Santa.)
Multiply that by two point four
and you'll know how these poor
suckers felt when they opened
that door and found out onceand
for all that the CORD isn't made
by elves during their spare time
left over from cookie making.
The weaker among them fainted
while the rest just stood there
weeping openly. The loss of
innocence is always painful.
And so ended the great Y&R
crusade. In the aftermath, there
were a few good results: the
CORD staff decided that the
price of involvement was just too
high for the average student to
pay
and voted
to encourage
apathy from now on, and one
enterprising student from Thl
School of Business had the brig™
idea to name the results of the
mob's destruction "experimental
art" and made a fortune charging
people to seeit. Thanks Brain, I'll
think ofyou every time I drive my
new Porsche.
Scambored reaps
where it sows not
By Chick N. Winger
WLU TODAY
Wonder Land University has been
the victim ofanother theft. While the
university's insecurity force conti-
nued to struggle with the disappear-
ance ofseveral pianosfrom the Alli-
gator Arborium last month, an
intrepid individual or group of indi-
viduals snuck into the offices of
Wonder Land University Student
Propaganda (WLUSP) and stole
their acronym.
Student Propaganda's newly-elec-
ted president Dr. No responded to
the theft:
"It's a shame thatsomeonewould
want to do something like this to
such a boss group of people. It's a
real drag. However, in keeping with
my radioactive policy, I'm going to
assume the insecurity force will be
unable to find it (the acronym) and
it's lost for good. But it's a good
thing— mega. Since saying Wonder
Land University Student Propa-
ganda is too much of a mouthful,
I'm goingto rename the corporation
— without anybody's permission of
course...how does Dr. No's Publish-
ing Company sound to you, Cal?"
WLUSOO president-electrocuted
Brain Topless commented on the
theft:
"It makes onewonder what kind
of a neighbourhood one's moved
into doesn't it?"
He also said he would be willing
to sell Student Propaganda a new
name at a very good rate.
"We've got loads of them left
from when we tried to rename this
building,"said Topless.
John Bald. WLU's Insecurity
Chiefis hoton the trail of the perpe-
trators). After interviewing half of
the student population with his
standard question of "Where were
you?", he said hehad come up with a
few leads and a lot of goodprospects
for dates.
"I've come up with a few leads
and a lot of good prospects for
dates," said Bald.
Bald said he's convinced he will
eventually find out "who done it"
even ifhe has tospend the rest ofhis
life in Wilfs looking for clues.
In the meantime. Bald plans to
take extra steps to make sure Scam-
bored's recently acquired acronym
of WLUSP (Wonder Land Univer-
sity Silly Productions) will not suffer
the same fate.
I'm losing my head
By Louis DelGrande. PUP
SUDDEN DEATH: This unfortunate Bermuda-clad
student wassacrificed to a pagan god at the Turret Monday.
Dean
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For additional informa-
• Ontario Study Grant
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• Canada Student Loan
yourFinancial Aid
• Ontario StudentLoan Administrator.
Apply
early!
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SAN FRANCESCO FOODS
33 University Ave. E.
Waterloo, Ontario
TEL: 746-4111
The Origins of San Francesco's Pizza - Part 8
In 1934, famed British archaeologists, Quentin Prose and Nigel Concubine, discovered an lBfoot
high fossilized San Francesco's Pizza Slice in the Southern.Gobi Desert.
The Slice is now on display at the British Museum, London, England.
SANDWICHES PASTAS
VEAL $2.85 LASAGNA $3.75
STEAK 2.75 SPAGHETTI 2.50
SAUSAGE 2.40 GNOCCHI 3.25
MEATBALL 2.25 RAVIOLI 3.25
COLD CUTS 2.50
Sweat — Medium —■ Hot
14 INCH PIZZA
$4.60 NCLUDES: Mozzarella Cheese and
our famous Pizza Sauce
Extra Items: $ .60each
Ingredients: Pepperoni. mushrooms, green peppers,
salami.
onions,olives, bacon, anchovies,
tomatoes, pineapple.
hot peppers, sausage,
ham.
y "\
/' PANZEROTTI $3.00 \,
Extra Items $ .40 /
EAT-IN • DRIVE-THRU
• TAKE-OUT PIZZA SLICES — $1.25
( It's here! It's now! It's WOW!-- -j
GELATO
ICE CREAM
At San Francesco's. The World's Best Place For Sandwiches Now
Offers This Coupon: Good forone scoop ofGelato Ice Cream with the
purchase of any sandwich and drink. Expires April 11/86. I
Money
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MONEYLINE
A QUICK READ ON THE BUCKS THAT MAKE YOUR DAY
BIRD BUCKS: Sources say new currency soon to be flown
out in abundant quantitiesmysteriously disappeared from the
Canadian Mint. Witnesses reported migration in the remote
north where an overflow of previously deserted nests have been
inhabited and continue to flourish.
WHINING HALL RIP-OFFS: Due to the financial
scroungers who plot campaigns against poor students, Whining
Hall prices for each item have risen to SI.OO over
the previously
gracious 70 cents. Cheapest popsicles ever —
$1.00.
SLUSH FUND: A secret accumulation of8 million dollars
in the WLU budget is causing serious problems for
economic
advisors. Invest in a computerizeddating service or intercontin-
ental ballistic missiles concealed in the basement of
the sup-
posedly new residence? Decision not to
be made public until
after both programs
have been initiated.
OSAP (Overachievers Sums Allotment
Program): After reassessing applications from under-funded
students, grants willbe awarded to students who achieve a GPA
of 1 in all areas of study, consistently miss classes due to
chronic
hang-oversand threatenprofessors
with the wrath ofthe Easter
Bunny ifassignments aren't returned in 24
hours. Grant will be
a lump sum of $5,000 to do
with as they wish.
TEXT BOOK COST CUTS: Snoop Purloin demon-
strates his acumen when revolting against the preposterous
manner in which the WLU Book Shop determines current
prices. The scam is disclosed. It seems the money supposedly
collected forexchange is illegallyfundinga drugring
which will
establish an inexpensive yet spirited association to
entertain the
already non-productiveparliament.
TEST TUBE BABIES: Population Growth Agencies
announcemethod of conception. At the Turret, for $2.05, you
will receive a vacuum-packed egglet submerged in a shooter.
This innovation will reduce the burden on the WOMAN OF
THE 80s by allowing the male population to experience
motherhood.
Compiled by Boris Bucks
WLU SNAPSHOTS
A look at statistics that shape your wallet
Source: Imagination Inc. By Marianne Sadowy, WLU TODAY
Hostages taken in Weird insurrection
By John Roots
Special to WLU TODAY
WLU President Dr. Jocular Weird
led a ferocious group of economists
yesterday as they attempted to take
overthe entire Frank C. Peters build-
ing and effectively ban all business
students from its corridors. Weird,
himself a member of the economics
faculty, helda brief news conference
after the ordeal ended just before he
was led away in shackles and leg
irons.
Weird shocked the press by ad-
mitting the plan was originally con-
ceived more than 15 months ago by
his co-conspirators in an attempt to
draw recognition to the faculty.
Weird vetoed the plan at the time
saying it could cause a "distraction."
However, pressure was put on Weird
by certain faculty members he intro-
duced Mad Max, Dr. Terri-
ble and Captain Billy. The situation
finally boiled over when Weird re-
ceived a request for an additional 25
overhead projectors.
The four men put on their Eco-
nomics Association (GordChong—
President) sweatshirts and stormed
into P1025/27 hijacking a Business
121 class and holdingover 200 stu-
dents hostage. Big Mac, the profes-
sor involved, was quite amused and
told his class. "I have never been
more entertained. This class defi-
nitely wins the most entertaining
class of the year award." Big Mac,
realizing that it was nohoax, prompt-
ly fainted.
Almost one hour went by before
university insecurity wasalerted by a
peeved business professor who
wanted to begin a lecture in P1025
only to find the door locked and the
room filled with students with their
arms in the air.
WLU Insecurity Chief John Bald
said they were reluctant to use force
since theysuffered humiliating defeat
at the last hockey game against
York. Instead they called in another
economist to persuade the terrorists
to surrender. The economist joined
the rebels, telling the business direc-
tor to "pretend the situation is a case.
I'm sure you can solve it." Adding
Making a killing
By Pritchard Nephews, WLU TODAY
Job Poll
By Maureen Adel Ray
WLU TODAY
Canter pollsters today released
the lastest results of a series of
polls commissioned by Wonder
Land University.
According to the Canter poll,
only 2% of Wonder Business grad-
uates have jobs with any sem-
blance of responsibility. In fact,
Wonder Biz grads are the least
desirable of graduates from any
school of business in Canada.
Wess Torn University grads
are the most likely to be hired by
successful businesses. 98% ofbusi-
ness people polled listed Wess
Torn grads as their first choice.
Only 0.6% want WLU grads first.
Divestment not
an issue: Weird
By Ether McGas
WLU TODAY
Did WLU
ever invest
in Northland
Bank?
Dr. Jocular Weird, president of
Wonder Land University, announc-
ed yesterday during his supper add-
ress to the Young Campus Commu-
nists (YCC) that WLU willnot divest
any of its funds.
Accordinp to statistics releasednvi/Ui
vjing,
i kj
aiauauca ititaatu
after dessert, Wonder Land U., which runs an annualprofitof $345
billion, has invested 4/5ths of that figure in companies and agen-
cies which reflect no social, political, or racial partisanship.
The largest single investment is with Canadian National Mineral
Water, Inc. (CNMW), which received a reported $158.9 billion
from Wonder Lind last year. Weird stated CNMW enjoyed a
LATEST PROJECT
WLU sees a
hint of mint
By Feather McMoney
WLU TODAY
Construction began as sch-
eduled last Tuesday on the
Wonder Land University Mint.
Bowling Ball C°mpany. the
Mint's contractors, are pleased
with the initial progress.
"We dug three holes todayand
moved two piles of dirt," said
Bob "Hard Hat" Carpenter, the
worksite foreman. "The building
should be completed on time in
1998."
The WLU Mint, dubbed the
"Wonder Money Maker", is
being built in what used to be a
parking lot offUniversity Avenue
in front of the Dining Hall. This
location was chosen because it is
overlooked by the office of Dr.
Jocular Weird, WLU president.
"It (the Mint) makes sense,"
claimed Weird. "This way not
only will the university make
more money, but it will have
greater financial control. We'll
know exactly where the students
spend their money. I'm delighted
with the opportunity."
The Mint was the brainchild of
the Aluminum Association made
up of former WLU students,
mostly business graduates, who
think they know everything be-
cause they have jobs. lam The-
greatest, Aluminum spokesper-
son, explained in a press release
that "by making its own money
the university will be even more
isolated from the community."
In an interview with WLU
TODAY, Thegreatest said "Face
it. Nobody wants irresponsible
students running around town.
With WLU money that can be
spent only on campus, we can
save Waterloo a lot of trouble."
Although a formal announce-
ment has not been released as to
the design of the new coins and
paper money, reliable sources re-
veal the coins will be made of tin
foil and impressed with the image
of Will Fred Lower, Eh?, WLU's
hero and former Canadian
Primed Munster. The
paper
money will feature campus scenes
with trees.
New books
By I. No Itall
WLU TODAY
WEE-BURR ST, Wloo —
You've heard ofgas wars, beer wars,
star wars, evenfirst worldwars. Next
it's textbook ware.
Students can expect a waveofnew
textbooks covering every subject
from "A" essays to how to bribe a
prof, experts at the Makeabuck
Textbook Manufactory (MTM),
Waterloo outlet, say.
The reason: an increase in paper
production — more trees being cut
down and ground into pulp — will
result in a surplus ofavailable paper.
"Nobody reads books these days
unless they have to," says Lets
Makeabuck,chairofMTM. "There's
a healthy market for textbooks these
days, especially with an increase in
university enrollment."
Makeabuck,who has written four
textbooks, including the recently
released "The Role ofTraffic Lights
in Canadian Society", predicts this
will result in students being required
to buy more textbooks.
■ Books about how to sharpen
pencil crayons will be required for
geographystudents.
■ Business students will have to
purchase books instructing them on
how to recognize the quality of
briefcases.
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Sports
Wrestling:
Chachi
"The Killer"
Understudy for 'Clock-
work Orange' prepares to
dobattle with King Kong
Bundy. 3C
SPORTSLINE
A QUICK READ ON THE TOP SPORTS NEWS OF THE DAY
HOCKEY
Hartford 5, Buffalo 3
Cement Wall 1, Pelle Lindberg 0
Football
Waterloo 41, WLU 20
Other Scores
Bo Derek 10, Brooke Shields 3
Morgentaler 4, Judicial System 0
Liz Taylor 7, Husbands 0
LEON ON THE LOOSE? Former heavyweight cham-
pion Leon Stinks plans another unsuccessful comeback in an
attempt to widen the gap between his front teeth.
PARAMUTEUAL CLUB: Wonder Land's Letterper-
son s Club Vice-President Looey Syko and four others have
been charged with misappropriation of funds last week. It is
alledgedVP Syko, in combination with assorted club members,
spent 85 percent of the club's budget (about $3,000) at Green-
wood race track duringa three day binge last week. Said Syko,
"We only lost $30 in bets but the bar tab really killed us."
SHE'S A HE: A report just released in the National Enquirer
proves beyond any reasonable doubt tennis star Martina Nev-
eralover is, as hasbeen rumoured for quite some time, actually a
man. Yes it is true, Neveralover is actually Glen Mitchibata in
drag.
A TALL TALE: While jumping for a defensive rebound
seven-foot giant Minute Boy of the Washington Warheads lost
his head in the rafters of the Louisiana Superdome. Stadium
officials hope to find Boy's head before he notices it is missing.
BOWLING VIOLENCE: One fan was stabbed, at least
28 persons were arrested and a homemade bomb exploded with
no injuries duringweekend bowling violence in Bedrock,
Mich-
igan, police said. Spokesperson Patty O'Furniture said police
arrested three senior citizenson suspicion of involvement in the
stabbing.
BIRTH ON ICE: Hershey Square defenceman Moose
Dupont gave birth to a 12-pound baby boy during a game
against the Springfield Redskins last night. "We didn't even
know he was pregnant," said defence partner Lyle Azado.
OILERS HURTING: The Edmonton Oilers' hopes of
capturingtheir third consecutive Stanley Cup just about ended
last week when Vain Petxky, Marked Mess, Jerry Karree, and
Peter Tea went touring in Pelle Lindberg's Porsche. It is
expected coach, president, general manager, and stick boy
Slippery Slither will call up Paul Newman and the
Hansen
brothers to pick up the slack in penalty minutes.
PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD: Thisjust
in! NFL quarterback Joke Theisman is
still looking for the
lower half ofhis left leg. It is believed LawrenceTaylor's agent is
auctioning the leg off to pay for Taylor's jellybean
habit.
TEST MIX-UP: Testing of WLU's track and field team for
steroid use has been delayed because of a mix-up between the
school's athletic department and the laboratory scheduled to
perform the tests. Athletic director Britch Lowbrough said, "I
thought they were going to bring the bottles."
MCMAHON DISAPPEARS: Chicago Bear quarter-
back Jim McMahon has been missing for seven days. A note
was found claiming he would be found in a refrigerator. Wil-
liam Perry is being held for questioning.
VALUABLE ADDITION: Hall of Fame defenceman
Earl Seibert was added to the Buffalo Sabre roster yesterday,"I
know he hasn't been on skates for a while (35 years), but we feel
that with his experience he should be able to step right into the
line-up",said Sabre head honcho Scott Bowtie.
IT'S A KNOCKOUT: Canadian Willie DumbWitt
knocked out the Heavyweight Championof Albania in El Paso
last night. A right cross and a left uppercut knocked Albanian
Eipi Smorgan out of his wheelchair and to the canvas late in the
fifth round. DumbWitt's next fight will be against Jock Hebert
in Ottawa early next week.
NASL REVISTED: For the twelfth time this week a plan
has been proposed to reinstate a revised edition of the North
American Soccer League. This latest plan calls for games to be
played in the winter so they will not conflict with the baseball
and football seasons.Games will be played in ski resorts across
the continent. The new league will be named WCDS which
stands for World Cup Downhill Soccer.
WLU SNAPSHOTS
A look at statistics that shape the sports universe
Stanley Cupwinner? You make the call
By Ned Black
WLU TODAY
You pick 'em fans.
Which team from the National
Hockey League do you think will
win Lord Stanley's Cup?
From 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. EST you
can phone in your pick.
Just dial one of the four 900
numbers shown at right. Each
call costs 50 cents.
We'll tally the results tonight
and report to you in Monday's
WLU TODAY.
No fair nominatingthe Edmon-
ton Oilers, either. Use your imag-
inations, you poor starved brain-
deadwretches. And no fair nomi-
nating teams that are already out
of the playoffs. We all know if the
Detroit Red Wings had only
traded for Doug Shedden two
months earlier, they'd be in first
place now, but hey, cry me a
river.
The Stanley Cup playoffs begin
in early April, and come to a stir-
ring climax in early October, just
in time for the beginning of the
1986-87 NHL season.
So cast your vote foroneofthe
teams. One of these four teams
will win the Stanley Cup — Gua-
ranteed. The WLU TODAY
stakes it's reputation on it.
INSIDE:
I Isn't Guy Carbonneau
great? 2C
■ No, he isn't, 3C
■ Dave Kingman goes for
200 strikeouts...in spring
training, 3C
■ Exhaustive yet meaningless
statistics. 4C
Food in sport
By Sandy Leeward
WLU TODAY
Due to underfutiding.Wonder
Land University has embarked
upon
an unorthodox, but cost-
saving measure that will have
long-range effects on Aqua Land
the Athletic Complex).
Dr. Jocular Weird announced
last Thursday to the assembled
jock-types at the Athletic Ban-
quet that the university will sub-
stitute leftover Dining Hall food
for sports equipment.
"This is an ideal compromise,"
he said, "We have to cut back
somewhere to keep our sacro-
sanct $8-million dollar surplus
gathering dust in bank vaults.
And since the Dining Hall throws
a lot of food away every day, it is
a logical solution to utilize it in
the Athletic department."
Students were ambivalent to
the decision.
"I don't know how to take this
news," said Bald Eagle hockey
great Bob Needsastick. "It might
be fun to play with frozen steaket-
tes, but I don't know how other
teams in the league will react.
There's a good chance we will be
laughed off the ice."
Dr. Weird's announcement
that
eggs would replace ping-
pong balls was greeted with dis-
belief from Wonder Land table
tennis champ, Pong Ping.
"They better be hard-boiled,"
he said, shaking his head.
The President's innovations
include using dinner rolls as life
preservers, squash for shot puts,
and instead of landing on mats,
high jumpers will land in a soft
cushion of chocolate pudding. In
addition, javelinthrowers will be
forced to toss bananas.
"As long as they don't make
the women's championship cur-
ling team play with stale bagels
instead of stones, it's okay. That
would be the last straw," said
women's athletic supporter Boo-
kie Teach.
COVER STORY
Custard leaves
Bald Eagles
for NBA job
By Barry Lyoneater
WLU TODAY
Cleveland
choosessuc-
cessor for
dead coach
Kris Custard, WLU Boy's basket-
weaver coach, has been named coach
ofthe Cleveland Cadavers ofthe Neu-
tered Basketweavers Association
(NBA).
Cleveland had been hot on Cus-
tard's tail for the last two days after
their previous coach Willie Wimple-
meyer died at the
hands ofan assassin
canary
who had been hired by the
local mafioso to collect some of Wimplemeyer's debts,
A Cleveland spokesman said that the decision had come down
to
Custard and the team mascot — a stolen store mannequin. Even
thoughthe mannequin had a better personality and infinitely
better
qualifications, Custard got the jobbecause he was taller.
The Cleveland spokesman added that Custard's grovelling
that he
would do anything to leave that beastly bunch of
buffoons at WLU
did not hurt his chances. Cleveland has been known to hire desperate
people in the past.
Custard said: "I just love this opportunityin Cleveland. At sunset
the smoke stacks on the horizon are so beautiful
to look at and
drinkingall that pollutedwater from Lake Eerie ought to
make my
stay just that much more pleasant."-
America the good
COMMENT by Rod Bleating
As the current NHL season
grinds to a merciful halt, I feel it to
be my civic duty to impart to you
poor illiterate australopithicans
some Pearls Of Wisdom from the
great Mount Olympus (my space in
WLU TODAY). You, gentleread-
ers, are
indeed fortunate that
you
have someone like Yours Truly to
turn to for straight answers in this
confusing world we live in. I never
had anything like that when I was
a kid.
For starters, you can write off
the Edmonton Oilers as a team of
any possible significance in the
upcoming Stanley Cup playoffs.
"Hie Oilers are the most overrated
bunch ofcharlatans to come down
the pike since those fat-cat Mont-
real Canadien teams who fluked all
those Stanley Cups in the 70s.
Anybody can score bucketloads
ofgoals in this age of watered-
down expansion hockey and use-
less, overrated fakes like Larry
Robinson, who is nowhere near as
good as Rod Langway, who some
half-wits accuse ofhaving grown
that mustache just to copy Robin-
son. Don't you believe it. Langway
is the greatest defenseman, if not
the greatest player ofall time,
much better than that other noted
phony, Wayne Gretzky.
Gretzky is washed up; any half-
decent, second-line centre fresh out
of
any semi-good U.S. high school
program — which, after all, is the
single most important talent pool
for the NHL, producing such per-
ennial All-Stars as Phil Housley —
could rack up over 150
assists if he
spent every second
of his hockey
season net-hanging, instead of con-
centratingon defense, like Rod
Langway does.
Hockey is America's game; we
invented it, and we played it first,
last, best, and we always will. The
entire history of the NHL has been
nothing but a litany ofimperialistic
Canadian racism. The megaloma-
niacal Canuck puck barons have
endeavoured for as long as possible
to bar obviously superior American
players like Rod Langway from
their two-bit little fiefdom.
And what's all this crap I hear
about putting an NHL franchise in
Hamilton, ofall places? Yet
another barefaced attempt by the
Great Northern slave masters to
put a stranglehold on the game
that we Freedom-loving Sons of
Liberty — like Rod Langway —
graciously allowed them to partici-
pate
in. Forget it. hoseheads. And
if you glorifiedlumberjacks think
that nobody sees through that tra-
vesty of justice you call a playoff
system, you've got another think
coming.
Any system that allows the God-
awful Toronto Maple Walnuts to
clinch a spot with a month to go in
the season, while anoutstanding
team like the New York Rangers
— the NEW YORK RANGERS,
for God's sake, the very lifeblood
of hockey as we know it, and the
last real hockey team to win the
Stanley Cup — has to struggle just
to stave off elimination, is an abso-
lute and utter JOKE.
Did I mention that Rod Lang-
way was also the most personable
and altogether nicest guy in the
NHL? I should know. I'm a close
personal friend ofhis. I have his
autograph. You don't believe me?
Go ahead, evil Canadians, mock
me. I don't need you. I'm the pres-
ident ofthe Professional Hockey
Writers of America. I don't need
any of you. So just crawl back
under your igloos, you pitiful
musk-oxen watching Hockey Night
in Canada and listening to Don
Cherry prattle on about how great
Wayne Gretzky or some other
untalented piece of Canadian
Bacon is, while honest scribes are
allowed to freely ply their trade and
fearlessly spread the Truth in the
only true democracy left on Planet
Earth. Such freedom is a truly pre-
cious thing, and must not be taken
lightly. God Bless America. God
Bless us, every one.
Perennial all-star Phil Housley under heavy checking
NHL opens
hardware
department
By Brian McMapleleaf
WLU TODAY
Here are the fijialists for
the NHL's major trophies to
be awarded at a ceremony to
be held live at the Imperial
Room of the Royal York
Hotel in Toronto between
sets of a Burton Cummings
concert and broadcast tape-
delayedon cable to Minnea-
polis, Winston-Salem NC,.
; Wnok. lowa, and parts of
South Florida:
■ Walt McKecnie Award
(Most Times traded,one sea-
son):
Mike McEwen - Washing-
ton/Detroit/NY Rangers/
Harttord/the entire Partkk
Division and counting.
Seven players tied at six teams
apiece, ■
■ Billy Smith Award
(Most Penalty Minutes by a
Goahender): -
Dan Bouchard, Winnipeg3l
games, 48 PIM.
Don Beaupre, Minnesota 48
games, 30 PIM.
■ Paul Gardner Memor-
ial Power Play Load Award:
Jean-Francois Sauve,Quebec,
49 ofhis 50 points this season \
have comeon thepower play.
Tim Kerr, Philadelphia,55 of
his 52 goalswith a manadvan- '
tage.
■
Reg Leach Memorial
Trophy (awarded for persev-
erance, dedication and not *
passing the pack):
Wendel Clark. Toronto. 31
goals, 11 assists.
Tun Kerr, Philadelphia, 52
goals, 2 assists.
■ Aunt Dinah Molasses
Award (NHL's Slowest Pla-
yer):
Phil Russel, Buffalo, once
raced a telephone pole and
lost.
Dave Lewis, New Jersey, for
making Phil Russel look fast
when both were with the De-
vils.
■ Dennis Maruk Mus-
tache Cup (silliest facia! hair
in the league):
Mik? McPhee, Montreal.
Wendel Clark, Toronto.
(Editor's note: have to be seen
to be believed.)
■ Thomas Edison 99% s
PerspirationAward (brought
toyou by themakers ofRight
Guard): Rod Langway.
Washington, in atypical game
soaks down three pair of
gloves, which rumour has it,
are immediately'fumigated.
Harry Sinden, Boston GM,
anyone who
saw the sweat
marks on Harry's suit jacket
duringlast year's playoffs will
know what we mean.
! <
■ Rolex Gold Watch A-
ward (to the player who has
done the most to earn a well-
deserved retirement): consen-
sus Tom Lysiak, Chicago, 2
goals in 47 games. Enough
said'. ■■
Top ten names in sport
10. Jim Kiick
9. Dick Butkus
8. Larry Playfair
7. Emmerson Fitipaldi
6. Yvonne Goolagong
5. Spudd Webb
4. Lindy Ruff
3. Buddy Biancalana
2. World B. Free
And for first place there is a
tie
between two auto racers.
1. Lake Speed
1. Dick Trickle
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THE CAMPUS NEWSPAPER SECTION D
Robert DeNiro: His role in
'Borneo' has women offer-
ing him their bodies. 6C
WIMPY
JIM:
His career in
music, movies,
radio, tele-
vision and fine
art. Profile, 6C.
LIFE LIES
A QUICK READ ON WHAT PEOPLE AREN'T TALKING ABOUT
PASS THE SHRIMP PUFFS: The upcoming fifteen-
hour mini-series I Am Filthy Rich, PerfectAnd There Is No Poetic
Justice is set to go into production later this week. Richard
Chamberlain and Joan Collins will portray Manhattanites who
go to parties and wear designer clothes.
MAKE IT AGAIN, HAL: Hollywood isbuzzing about the
upcoming remake of Casablanca. Director Hal Needham is plan-
ning to make the updated version into a comedy starring Jay
Leno and Joan Rivers. It will be called Casablanca 11. The Race
and feature excessive car stunts as Rick and Ilsa drive Corvette
Stingrays to the airport.
SEX AND FAST FOOD: Dr. Ruth Westheimer has
signed with a major fast food chain. She will be promoting a line
of naughty fast foods called Eat Me. Included in the menu are
handy dandy onion rings, jumbo hot dogs and an inflatable
Ronald McDonald.
LOSERS? NO, WINNERS!: The winners ofthe not-so-
annualTerry Jones look-alike contest were announced yesterday.
First place finisher Harry "Snapper" Organs exploded seconds
after winning. Runners-up Werter
Michael Jones and Eddy Nobullshit
Jones will now resume their exten-
sive political campaigningwith Ann
Bracket Miss Bracket Elk. There
were no winners of the Mr. Gumby
look-alike contest as neither con-
testants nor Mr. Gumby could find
their way there.
ROLAND AND MARIE:
Sources close to Utah's Osmond fam-
ily made a surprising announcement
Wednesday, revealing that Donny and Marie Osmond have
assumed new identities as Roland Orzabal and Curt Smith of
rock
group
Tears For Fears. Faced with diminishingpopularity,
the "little bit country, little bit rock and roll" duo decided to
abandon their Mormon beliefs in favour of pop psychology.
"No-one has even noticed Roland's breasts," an Osmond family
spokesperson said.
IT'SAWIG: Bald guys acrossNorth America were shocked to
learn that Sy Sperling, president/founderof Hair Club For Men
and inventor ofthe strand-by-strand hair process, wears a toupee.
The debonair Sperling, seen on television commercials with a
lush head ofacrylic hair, was beaten to within an inch ofhis life by
thousands of balding men who had hoped torestore both their
hairlines and a shred of personal dignity. "I'm not just the presi-
dent, I'm also a client," Sperling groaned in agony.
HAWAII $50 BILLION: Deposed Philtipine good guy
Ferdinand Marcos has been rehearsing for his new part as a devil-
may-care detective and narcotics officer on a new production of
Hawaii Five-O. Marcos and special guest star Richard Nixon will
play Crunchit and Tubby, veteransof political wars and wearers
ofstunningly gaudy fashions. Marcos will reportedly be receiving
$75 per episode, plus meals.
GIMME AN OSCAR: Lionel Richie, ever the sophisti-
cated songwriter, has decided he will parlay his Academy Award
for Best Song into ever more and more commercial endorse-
ments. Richie will do television spots for anyone with a few
bucks. Fie is also hoping to play Sun City, at least after South
Africa is taken over by Pepsi-Cola, Incorporated.
GEMINI CAUSES CANCER: Sky watchers will
regret seeing Flailey's Comet pass through the constellation of
Cancer, after they learn that viewingthe comet may causeretinal
cramps. It has also been determined the strained necks of comet-
watchers may be responsible for the loss of 750,000person-hours
of labour in North American industry.
Compilied by Heather Watermelon
Inside LIES
Wacky People 2C Surreal People 4C
Snoop Contest 2C Smellovision 4C
Real People 3C Y & R News 4C
Zany People 3C Jay Leno 5C
WLU SNAPSHOTS
A look at statistics that shape your life
Yukko protects an investment
By Rot Punkowski
WLU TODAY
Is Paul McFartney dead? Who
cares? We're all sick of that story.
The real newsis John Lemon is alive!
His alleged murder in 1980 by Mark
David Chapstick was nothing but a
marketingploy by his conniving wife
Yukko Oh No to increase record
sales.
Between 1980, when he was
"killed", and 1984, when he emerged
with a new identity, John Lemon
was held captivein abedroom by his
wife, with no one for companionship
but his beloved teddy bear.
Conclusive evidence of Lemon's
state ofbeing was secured by WLU
TODAY throughextensive investig-
ative reporting. What follows is just
some ofthe evidence obtained:
■ When played backward, the
Beetles' SergeantLeper'sLonelyDarts
Club Ham says, "Why the hell are
you playingyour records backward?
It's bad for your turntable and it
doesn't do wonders for your record
collection either." The K-Tell corpo-
ration has marketed the Beetles'
Backward Masking Decoder, which
determines the real meaning of the
message to be, "So Paul is dead. Big
deal! You'll always have John."
■ In the picture on the back of
The John Lemon Collection, Lemon
is not wearing any shoes. Since
Crabby Road's cover shows Paul
McFartney without any shoes, it is
obvious that Paul
may
be dead, but
John is certainly alive.
■ In addition, Gorge is a Hairy
Krishnut, and Gringo thinks he's an
actor.
■ The song A Day In The Wife is
about the plot tostage a fake murder
ofJohn.
■ John's current album is called
John Lemon Live, not "dead."
Rapidly running out of recorded
material left over from when John
was "alive," Yukko was gettingwor-
ried about maintaining a steady in-
come. Realizing John could not re-
cord new material under his real
name without raising suspicions,
Yukko found an alternative. She
remembered John's son Julius, a
product of his marriage to Sympia
Lemon. With cosmetic surgery, John
was able to release A
Lot in 1984 as
Julius Lemon.
The real Julius Lemon told WLU
TODAY: "How could I have re-
leased an album? I can't evenplay an
instrument or carry a
tune."
The real victim of this shameless
affair
—
besides Joe Consumer who
got sucked into buying all those
Lemon albums — is Mark David
Chapstick.No murder was evercomm-
itted, yet he is in jail for this non-
existent crime.
Yukko found it too hard to
"imagine no possessions," so an
innocent man is in prison.
JohnLemon: and afriend.
Memorable Conformists at Turret
Infamous bar band: The Memorable Conformists have always given audiences what they
want. Singer Icky Deßenevolent, centre, listens to a Walkman to keep up on Manilow hits.
Nobody
showed up
By Baba Wawa
WLU TODAY
Last nightin the RaymondChand-
ler Pavilion in downtown Lost Ang-
eles, the second annual Awards 'R
Us! awards were given out.
Some of Hollywood's top enter-
tainers were present, includingGary
Collins, Joyce DeWitt and Ruth
Buzzi. Hosts Barbara Mandrell and
Michael J. Fox's younger brother
gave out
hundreds of awards, as the
entertainment industry never tires of
patting itself on the back. Some of
the more notable awards given out
were:
■ The Space-Time Continuum
Award, presented annually to the
soap opera
thatcan drag outa single
day for the longest time, goes to The
Young and the Restless which turned
a single day's search for Bauren into
3 week.
■ The No, You'll Have To Walk
On Water Award went to the Aca-
demyOf Motion Pictures and Scien-
ces, for not nominating Stephen
Speilberg for best director in this
year's Oscar race.
■ The I Can Walk On Water
Award went to Sting, Sly Stallone
and Phillip Michael Thomas, none
of who bothered to show up.
■ The Plastic Award given annu-
ally to the entertainer who most
resembles a Kenner figurine,went to
Rob Lowe and Donna Mills.
■Finally, the award for, the best
all-around, bestest of everybody in
the whole wide world ofentertainers,
was, of course given to Barbara
Mandrel], who again has won the
hearts ofsophisticated American aud-
iences. Ms. Mandrell thanked her
son,
her surgeon and mostly God,
for giving her the strength to make
mediocre country music.
Sedated rock
perfect at WLU
By Julio Iciclegas
WLU TODAYCover band
makes rowdy
fans shout
for more
milk with
their cookies
A well-mellowed Turret crowd
purred in enjoyment last Satur-
day as the Memorable Confor-
mists rolled out tune after rock-
ing tune.
Between hits like The Sounds
of Silence and If I Had A Ham-
mer,
the impeccably turned-out
group sipped glasses of milk and
blew kisses to the audience.
The evening suffered a brief
downswing during the last set,
when lead singer Icky Deßenevo-
lent crooned For All The Girls
I've Loved, accompanied by a
soulful lute player.
"I realize these guys have to
grow as artists, but why is all this sexual innuendo necessary?"
complained a visibly disgruntled, Tab-swillingspectator.
"Darn it, I brought my sister to
hear the Memorable Conformists
and I'm gosh-darn-it-allembarrassed!" said one red faced Phys Ed
major. "I don't pay $5000 a year to
attend an educational institution
tohearsome milk-crazed jerk insult womeninmyschool bar.
And in
front of my baby sis!"
The Turret staff had trouble restraining some enraged fans from
hurling Cheetohs at the stage. Harmony was
restored when Deße-
nevolent quickly and inconspicuously switched to a stirring rendi-
tion of Whenever [ See Your Face.
All in all, it was a fantastic, really, really fantastic evening.
One
starry-eyed Sociology major was heard to moan,
"Its so perfect! I
can hear the Memorable Conformists and underline
the dates in my
lecture notes AT THE SAME TIME!"
The last word
goes to
the Turret staff, who reputedly enjoyed this
show more than anything they've ever seen before ever. "Everyone
stayed in their seats.Nobody sat on the floor. I had a great evening!"
said one nice-looking guy.
Our waitress was heard to sigh: "there's a place for the Memorable
Conformists somewhere in God's Kingdom, and that place
is defi-
nitely Wonder Land University. I hopethe Turret
band co-ordinator
brings them here again real soon!"
A DAY IN THE WIFE
|
I tied anoose today, oh boy
Around a lucky neck who
made a trade
And though the noose was
rather tight
I justhad topull, ibroke the
golden rule
He blew his mind out in a
bar
He didn't notice that the
beer was green
A crowd of people stood
and cheered
They'dseen his case before
Nobody was really sure if
he was gonna drink some
more
I'd love to turn you in...
I saw some filth today, oh
boy
The German army had just
shot a man
A crowd ofpeoplesaid Hoo-
ray
But I just had to puke, hav-
ing worn a toque
j. ...
I I'd love to turn you 1n...
Woke up, fell on the floor
Asked if I could sleep some
more
Found my way outside and
saw a gun
And lookingup, I noticedIt
was bait
Found my note, and grabb-
ed a rat
Made my wife in seconds
flat
Found my hayupstairs and
made a joke
Andsomebody spoke andl
fell into a stream
Ahhhhh...
I tied a noose today, oh boy
4,000 moles In my sweet
British rear
l And thoughthe moles were
rather tall
They had to catch themalt
I Now they know how many
holes it takes to fill Alumni
i Hall
Saint John
By Eamond R. Grendel Jr.
WLU TODAY
Kitchener's Embassy Club was
the scene for the most unique event
in religious and musical history on
Easter Sunday. Luminaries from
around the world were on hand for
the ordination ofa saint.
Pope Jon Pall II flew in from the
Vatican to officiate over the most
important eventof his papacy. The
individual canonized is none other
than John (Rottin') I.ydown.
The Pope, resplendent in purple
leather vestments, introduced a sur-
prise guest — God. In an interview
with WLU TODAY, the deity
stated, "I've long been a fan of
John's, from way back in his Pistol
days. He was like a young Moses."
Another surprise guest at the
canonization was Sid Viscuous, who
arrived in time to slam dance with
God and the pope to local band
Gomby Salade and the Radioactive
Bums. B.H. McGrail, lead singer,
remarked "we've never played be-
fore,and 1 don't think we willagain.
Those guys are just too crazy."
The Pope was questioned about
the validity of Lydown's sainthood:
"Are you kidding? How could
anybody be so obnoxious, annoying,
and talentless and still sell records?
That is a miracle! Besides, if we did
bend the rules a bit, who cares? This
is a PARTY!!
St. John was annoyed with WLU
TODAY. "Fuck off," he jested, "I
don't do fucking interviews." Turbo
Thompson, owner of the Embassy
Club encouraged St. John toapolog-
ize, and Rottin' did: "I'm sorry for
telling you to fuck off, but I'm kind
ofnervous, you know, being a saint
now and everything. Maybe it will
help the sales of my new album."
Henry Rollings from Black Flag
and Jello Biafrica of the Dead
Kennedys showed up in time to
catch FGTKT (Four Guys That
Killed Trotsky), a punk band from
Thorn Hill.
Amidst all of the slamming and
drinking, everyone paidtribute to
St.
John. Pencildine Margolis, bass
player for FGTKT, called Lydown
"an inspiration to many for being
such an asshole, but in the Christian
sense of the word."
The Embassy Club was finally
busted by Kitchener's finest. Sid and
God sang My Way all the way
tojail,
where they spent
the night in the
drunk tank before returning to
heaven. St. John beat up Jello Bia-
frica for calling him St. Rotten.
Lydown left with the Pope in the
papal limousine for parts unknown.
The owners of the Embassy Club
have submitted a bill to the Vatican
for the damage,estimated at $30,000.
John Lydown: Saint or sinner? The
halo shows.
PEEPUL
Not keeping
promises
REVIEW
By Blott Runtkowski
BEHIND THE SCENES WITH THE BORING AND UNKNOWN
The promises made on Prime
Minister's Flyin' Baloney's first
record are never fulfilled. Many
people will buy it, only to dis-
cover he is just another pretty
face with a very large chin.
The lead track is entitled Jobs,
Jobs, Jobs. Careful listening
reveals these jobs are only meant
for personal friends and party
faithful.
Record Majority is a song with
great comedic overtones. It now
appears, however. Baloney will
be another "one election won-
der" for the Regressive Purga-
tives.
A guest appearance is made by
Bitter Pillson on the song Tough
But Fair. This budgetary ballad
seems to contradict Pillson's ear-
lier hit. Sacred Trust.
When Irish Eyes AreSmiling is
a cover
version recorded live on
St. Patrick's Day, 1985. It is a
duet withfellow Irishman Ronald
"Bonzo" Raygun, and both sin-
gers are badly off-key in disgrac-
ing their country.
Side two opens with
Rancid
Tuna, a delightful tale of the
release of canned fish that had
been declared unfit for human
consumption.Baloney's explana-
tion of this affair is also unfit for
human consumption.
The next track, Gallup Polls,
deals with the slip in popularity
of the Regressive Purgatives and
the simultaneous slip of Balo-
ney's smile.
Energy Minister Pat Corny
makes an appearance on Falling
Oil Prices (What Falling Oil Pri-
ces?). She tries to convince the
listener she is really convincing
the impoverished oil companies
to lower gasoline prices.
On the final track, Patronage,
Baloney wonders aloud what jobs
he can find for the Wonder Land
University Biznobs Class of '86.
"Want a job? Join the Tories/
That's the end of all your wor-
ries/ Show us that your blood is
blue/ And we will find a job for
you."
On the whole,Flyin' Baloney's
record is truly awful. It is enough
to make a grown Canadian throw
up.
Which one looks
like Snoop?
By Jack Torrance
WLU TODAY
Unbelievable as it may sound,
undeniable evidence has shown
WLU TODAY Sports Editor
Snoop Purloin is actually the
famous actor Jack Nicholson.
WLU TODAY staffers made
the discovery early last week
while engaging in the weekly rit-
ual of "Anyone seenSnoop?"
The sports section was axed by
Editor Red Sailor last week
because Snoop had still not
appeared by Tuesday afternoon.
Yet delinquentWLU TODAY
staffers not at the paper — where
they should have been on Mon-
day night — spotted Purloin at
the Academy Awards ceremony
hoping he'd win an Oscar.
"1 always thought there was an
uncanny resemblance between
them two. Who would have
guessed my baby Snoop would
grow up to
leada double life, one
asJack Nicholson," said Snoop's
Mom.
"I neverwould have believed it
except these newspaper people
showed me this photograph, so I
supposed they must be right,"
Snoop's Mom added.
"Kindacute though, ain't he?"
Snoop's Mom went on.
"Sure am proud of him, my
Snoop." Snoop's Mom conti-
nued.
"Ever since he was a little
baby, with all that hair on his
arms, legs, and chest, I always
thought to myself, 'Well little
Snoop, you gonna be famous
some day,"' Snoop's Mom went
on. She wouldn't stop.
"I love my Snoop," she said.
Nicholson/Purloin, now ens-
consed in an Upper East Side
penthouse suite, is shunning all
contacts from his Waterloo life
now the secret is out.
Nicholson/Purloin confirmed
the startling disclosure. "It was
the sunglasses, wasn't it!? Dam-
mit, I shouldn't have worn the
sunglasses!!"
Richard Gere, 0r...
— • J
Jack Nicholson?
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Bakery • Deli • Grocery
UNIVERSITY SQUARE PLAZA
Freshly Baked Goods
& Deli Assortments.
Offer good while quantities last.
In our deli...
o >
Cooked H3.nl
Coke & Diet Coke 750mi
$1.99/lb. 59c p' us depose
2% 4 litre
Humpty Dumpty
Milk
Potato Chips 200g
$2.49 99(p
STUDENTS:
10% discount.
Off all items with I.D.
Excluding milk & tobacco.
WE NEED HELP!! s -
Student Publications keeps working all summer long. We have | rfPyfSr J
to produce two summer Issues of The Cord Weekly, The WIU-er X \ IB
and Directory, The Pocket Planner, and the Wall Calendar A // \ »
lonely editor could sure use some volunteer help in getting these /
publications finished and off to the printer. Ul ;j; ; JB
We need the services ofwriters, production creatures, artists, n ;
photographersand people with darkroom experience. | II
There will be meetings in April for all those interested in doing j1 V |112
something creative during the summer. And remember, working
M
../
\/ 1 *X
/
\
atStudent Publications isn't asfun as catching rays, but It doesn't 1/ '/ AX 1
causecancer, eltherl
Interested individuals should call 884-2990 for more details. Ask j aXj
for Matt, and be prepared to provide three references, a portfolio, j 1 1 / _
a blood sample, a class X driver's license and a full set of cranial I I
I
Travel across
■ 9fna^a the | | Working drawings and pnotograpnsare now being J
-bankers i consideredas cover art for the WIU-er and Directory i
Q _ 1 The Pocket the Wall Calendar Please
' --- -- q
** 1 includetwo or more samplesof your work Thewackiest
~- ®' 1 and most original concepts will be immortalized in I
jlffjf I Clpri#'
~~
—- i summer publicationsDrop by the Cord offices behind 1
'cation of Fund
?he<^ames "°°m 'n mofe cle,a' ls
I
WHEN IT COMES TO YOUR FUTURE
THE UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA'S
PROGRAMME MEANS BUSINESSI
Do you want
-
A comprehensiveprogramme of studies which can be
taken
(ull-tlme or part-time. In English or In French, and can be com-
bined with Law studies?
-
Excellent research and computing facilities including the use of
the Faculty's own microcomputers?
- The International flavour of a Faculty where student exchanae
and C.I.DA sponsored programmes create an enriching multicul-
tural environment?
- Exciting career opportunities In a city which Is both the centre
of
political power and the new "hi-tech" capital ot the north?
-
And, after all the hard work, as much skating and cross-country
skiing as you can handle?
OTTAWA HAS IT ALL!
For more Information, please contact
The Administrator
MBA Programme
275 Nicholas Street
Ottawa. Ontario
KIN 6N5
tel: (613)564-7004
UNIQUE... ANY WAY YOU SERVE II
© This coupon good for ©
TACO'BELL.
99(t
TACO'BELL.
TACO BELLGRANDE™
The Taco BellGrande is
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through April 30, 1986
© This coupon good for ©
TACO'BELL TACO'BELL
FREE
NACHO^^
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through April 30, 1986
There is a Taco Bell Restaurant located at
85 University Ave. East
WLU TODAY - FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 19863D
INFORMATION
Classifieds Department Business Hours: 8 days a week.
Call: 1-519-967-1111 (No collect calls - we can't afford it!) Don't ask for
Corina - she's in
Florida!
GENERAL
■ All advertisementsare subject to approval of 'WLU Today' Management, but more importantly, of
the
credit department (no pay, no say).
■ We reserve the right to edit all advertisements, even if the ad's message
bears no relation to its
original intent.
■ We will publish notices that injure others or which falsely advertise
unless we think we'll be caught.
■ All advertisements require payment/bribes in advance.
■ Address all replies to: 'WLU Today' - Classifieds: Wonder
Land University; Waterloo, Ontario. N2L
3C5 (or try 'The Jolly Roger', Florida).
Personals
A SPECIAL THANKS
to Barry, Danny and Janice
M. Duggan: Without your
witty inspirations the Classi-
fieds Joke Edition would not
have been possible. Thanks
for all of your helpl Corina.
MBB: DON'T
complain. Now there's more
to
...
An 'A'! Drink due. CK
was only the start. Look out!
YLP.
GERT: 21 YEARS.
Now what? Sniff. Latest news
- by August's end! MOH?
Ask SC2.
WIMP-ON-THE
-Warpath: Gotta love that
duck dancing! How's the
man in the grefen shirt?
Watch out for those snow-
banks!! How did you enjoy
the ride on the reindeer!?!
Bye Betty!! D.H.
TO M.G: I
refuse to enter a battle ofwits
with an unarmed opponent.
R.C.
TO ALL STUDENT
Pub type people, thanx for a
great year. I enjoyedworking
with all of you (even if Matt
doesn't have good taste in
music..). I hope next year is
even better! Dave W.
AGENT 995:
How can you sum up this
year in a personal? Easy. Je
t'aime.Beastie.
FREATHER AND
Head, what can I say? It was
great meeting both of you.
Let's keep our friendship a-
live forever. Oave. P S.
When's supper?
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Please help graduating stu-
dent Terry B- lose his 'inno-
cence'. Call 746-0443.
TO: MS. HOWLING.
Frosh should learn some man-
ners and keep it down at
niohti Thanks for the rap' l
Your favourite bus dipper
and next door neighbour.
DAVE:SEE DAVE.
See Dave balance. Balance,-
Dave, balance. It's bound to
balance sometime. Mean-
while, thanks forthe loveand
the laughter. Can I balance
with you? Torie's Mom.
TO: SAT. NIGHT
Fed Hall Gang. Meet you on
April 2nd for more duck dan-
cing, drawer dropping and
pizza inhaling. W.W. and D.H.
A-3 ANGEL:
Gonna miss you guys!
Thanks for a great year (es-
pecially Loretta). Have a
great summer, Love Sue
(Slick Dooley).
GEETS: YOU
wanted me to put a personal
in for you so here it goes. You
have been a great (?) next-
door neighbour, and I hope
you will be again next year.
Have fun in Spain this sum-
mer, but not too much! P.S. I
am going to send you a book
of my best (worst?) jokes so
you too can learn to amuse
people! (I dare you to!!).
Guido.
BIG B
(AND I mean really big!): I'd
like to do it with you. G & R in
a huge vat of banana-fla-
voured jello.Signed, Your Ex-
port in Jello.
TO C: LET'S
experience a hernia together.
I'll bring the jello and meet
you at
Shouldice. Run to the
light!
CURLING BUDDIES:
Thanks for the good times
Linda, Brenda, Maureen, Di-
ana, Louise, Dave, Kevin, Al,
Cam, Mike, Duff, Paul. Best
of luck to Cam, Al in future.
Can't wait till parties next
yeari P.S. Dave: Take good
care of our sign next year
team kilts! Love Sue.
TO G: YOU
never made me dinner. I was
so upset I cried and had toeat
jello all alone. I cried to my
brother and now he's going
to kill you. Love Janice. P.S.
Give me back my shoe.
FREDITOR: WE
will remember astrotext, flop-
py disks, floppy ears, but we
will only remember you if you
promise to remember us.
MR. J. CAMPBELL:
If this marriage doesn't work,
promise me you'll let metake
you out
for a very dry martini
before the divorce is final
Mrs. V. Campbell.
DEAN: ABOUT
my mercedes, my lawyer
says there are complications.
Contact my secretary to
make an appointment.Faye.
EKATRINI: TAN Q
for deetalks, dee friendsheep
ant eespeshially dee oppor-
tunitee!! Bonne chance ant
keep een touch. Consuela.
Personals
YOUNG MAN
I want you though I'm going
to l.s. But, evenwhen I'm far
away, I'll do as the words of
my favourite song say: 'I'll
protect you from the Hooded
Claw (Mannequin), keep the
vampires from your door (I'll
breathe on them). When the
chips are down (Hostess), I'll
be around with my undying
death-defying love for you'.
P.S. Maybe we can got-g'ing
sometime! (Even though I'm
in love with D)! Ponderosa
Woman.
TO J, A, S,
MCHK, HH, and all
my
other
men. I will miss you with all
my heart when I go to l.s. But,
never fear, Ponderosa Wo-
man will reappear, next year.
(Notice how this rhymes!)
Also, special mention goesto
my favourite prof, GG: I want
to be just like you!
KEN MAN:
My ears aren't clean yet -
keep trying though, the Bes-
test is yet to come! Thanx for
comin'out! Love Bunny (and
me!).
STEVE: NEVER
could have survived Aby-
nomal without! Glad we
made those 2 classes!
Spanky.
MICKEY: WOULD
you care to
be a maid of
honour? I hear O.P. has a
designer line we could look
into.
FREDITOR, AGENT
38, Sally Wayward, Matt, Sco-
op, Moose Chef, $, Mamie,
Heather, Schmalzie, Heather,
Corina, Doris, Adman, Ber-
nie, Diana, Brenda, Janice,
Stephan, Rog (Mega), Lynn,
and
anyone I left out ...
thanks for a fantastic year.
amd.
ROGER: LET'S
hope sucking face doesn't
run rampant in the offices.
Keep a tight rein, Prez!
Accommoaanora
TWO BEDROOM
apartment to sublet May -
Aug '86. Room enough for 3.
Parking, laundry available.
Clean. Females only, $350/-
month. Call 746-0580. Re-
gina St.
HOUSE TO SUBLET
on Ezra Ave (2min. walk from
WLU): 6 spacious bedrooms,
large kitchen, 2 full bath-
rooms, parking lot. Rent ne-
gotiable. Call now at
746-0864.
TENT TO LET
across from WLU. Warm in
summer, cool in winter (air-
conditioning included!).
Down to earth price: $250/-
month, all utilities included.
Room for 1 and 1/2 - cozy!
Don't delay!
SINGLE ROOM IN
apartment, May-Aug.$120/-
mo, no utilities. Outdoor pool,
sauna,air-conditioning, & un-
derground parking. Close to
downtown Kitchener area.
Phone 576-8518.
NEED ACCOMMODATION
for May 1 - Aug 31? Looking
for either a furnished bach-
elor or one-bedroom apart-
mentora room in afurnished
apartment or house? Call
Ken in Toronto (416) 534-
0233 or (416) 598-2206.
HOUSE TO SUBLET
May - Aug. 4 bedrooms, gar-
age. Rent negotiable. Bar,
ping-pong table, patio furni-
ture. Beerstore 302 steps. Pro-
posed sundeck. Centrally lo-
cated. Call 742-4041. The Em-
bassy.
SUBLET SUNNYDALE
townhouse May to Aug. 4
bedrooms, furnished, $446/-
month. 888-6847.
For Sale
RED ARMY STARS
Authentic type worn by East
Bloc soldiers. Metal & glass
pins. $4 with hammer & sickle
emblem/$3 without. Send to
C. Parker, 101 Thorndale PI.,
Waterloo, N2L SYB. Please
include $1 per star for p.s.t-
/postage & handling.
FUTON FOR SALE:
Queen size, 1 yr. old, mat-
tress pad included. Call
John, 746-0519.
FOR SALE:
One used fur coat. Religious-
ly maintained.Stock number
PTL. Asking $26,000. Call
884-2990and ask forTammy
or Jim. Tax deductible.
FOR SALE:
Simple-to-build viewing aid
for Halley's Comet. For plans,
send $2, money-orders or
cash, to the Cord. Guaran-
teed results.
FOR SALE:
One slightly used Porsche
for parts. Contact: P. Lin-
bergh estate, Philadelphia,
PA.
Help Wonted
WANTED: LIVE-IN
psychiatrist. ApplyTripoli. At-
tention: Mumaar Khadafy.
WANTED: DRUG
therapist. Full-time position.
Opportunity for world-travel
(in every senseof the word).
Contact Keith Richards.
WANTED: CLEAN-UP
crew for Via Rail Canada.
Must be willing to re-locate.
Remember - take the train!
WANTED: ANYONE
on the set of the 'A Team'
witnessing Mr. T. acting, ple-
ase contact 'Ripley's Believe
it or Not'. Reward offered.
IMPORT/EXPORT:
Travel out of the country?
Brokers wanted. We could
make it worth your while. Will
train. Confidentialityguaran-
teed. Annual convention
somewhere in the Florida
Keys. Contact Sonny or Ric-
ardo, Miami.
PERSONAL TRAVEL
manager needed. Apply U.S.
Air Force Base, Hawaii.Atten-
tion: F. Marcos.
TALENT SCOUT
needed for Toronto Maple
Leafs. Apply immediately.
Contact: Helen Keller.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
person required. Urgent. Con-
tact Johnson and Johnson.
WANTED: FAT
men and women to form pro-
fessional wrestling-team. No
experience required - will
train. I.Q. should be propor-
tional to weight.
WANTED: MIDGETS
to form a professional wrest-
ling team. No experience re-
quired- will train. I.Q. should
be proportionalto height.
WANT TO TRAVEL
to exotic places (Buffalo, El-
mira, Meaford, Burlington)?
Want to enjoy fringe ben-
efits? Apply today to be a
monkey-cam operator. You
could be famous! (Att: Dr.
Ruth).
NEEDED: EXPERT IN
debt restructuring. Experi-
encewith Dome, Massey-Fer-
gusson and the Mercantile
Bank is a definite asset. Ap-
ply Canadian government.
Applicationsconfidential un-
less leaked to the press.
NO MONEY AND
brain dead? Apply now for
The Y & R'. Noacting exper-
ience or ability necessary.
Apply: Dr. O'Dell.
SUMMER JOBS: IF
you want to earn big bucks,
enjoy a summer in the sun,
and get that satisfaction that
only teamwork can bring, Col-
lege Pro Driveway Sealing
wants you. Call Dave at 744-
6617 or Bill at 1 -438-4880 for
details.
Miscellaneous
THE MERCANTILE
Bank of Canada — what a
financial partner should be.
For sound financialplanning
and analysis contactBarbara
McDougall. Parliament Hill
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
Delicious tuna: 103 recipes.
Send $5,95 to Brian Mul-
roney Enterprises, Parlia-
ment Hill, Ottawa, Ontario,
RIP FSH,
MENSA IS NOW
recruiting. Do you qualify?
Business students need not
apply.
CONTINUING
Education: Get your 8.A.,
M.A., or Phd, without class
time, home study. All you
have to do is pay. Applicants
direct inquiries to the Office
of the Register,Wonder Land
University.
VACATION: SPEND
your
vacation all over Florida
via NASA. Inquire today:
884-2990.
MONEY-MAKERS: TURN
those unwanted dogs and
cats into cash. Send them to
Macßonald'sRestaurant. Col-
lars will be returned. 35 bil-
lion served and only 7 dead
(and that was in one res-
taurant)!
SPEECH THERAPY
Enroll now in the Silvester
Stallion school of enunci-
ation.
LET YOUR WORDS
make money for you. Enroll
now in the prestigious Yoko
Ono School of Song-writing.
Alumni include Whitney
Houston and Madonna.
ENROLL NOW IN
the prestigious A Team'
School ofActing. Many years
of experience. Motivation is a
speciality. Alumniinclude Bri-
gitte Nielson and Pia Zadora.
IS YOU'RE POUR
Inglish houlding u bak? Now
speek and reed like a reel
edukated purson - on the job
and soshilly - even if u never
finessed hi skool. Avode
them embarasing arors and
take Inglish 102 - only thre
ours a weak - at Wunder Land
Unevercity.
CONTINUING
Education: Get
your 8.A.,
M.A., or Phd, without class
time, home study. All you
have to do is pay. Applicants
direct inquiries to the Office
of the Register. Wonder Land
University.
DIPLOMACY AND
Etiquette Seminar from April
12 to 13. The Gotlieb's will
host this courseon Internat-
ional diplomacy and staff re-
lations. Special emphasis on
stress-control and discipline.
Contact Allan orSandra Got-
lieb, WashingtonD.C. Hurry!
Space is limitedand we don't
want to upset Sandra!
Stenographic
Services
QUALITY TYPING
and/orword processing. Res-
umes stored indefinitely.
Punctuation and spelling
checked. Fast accurate ser-
vice. Delivery arranged. Di-
ane, 576-1284.
TYPING! ESSAYS
and resumes. Paper sup-
plied. Reasonable rates.
Close to universities. Call
Donna at 888-6308 anytime.
QUALIFIED TYPIST.
Anything typed from theses
to resumes. IBM Selectric
typewriter. Will edit and cor-
rect spelling. Will supply pa-
per. CallPamela at 884-6913.
TYPING: GRADUATE
of a university Secretarial and
Administrative Studies Pro-
gram
will type essays, re-
ports, resumes, etc. Close to
campus. Reasonable rates.
Call Cathy at 746-0190.
TYPING SERVICES
available by experienced le-
gal secretary. Theses, es-
says, resumes, English and-
/or French. 742-1560 days or
743-6618 evenings.
TYPING. REPORTS,
resumes, etc. 16 years exper-
ience. Also photocopying.
Nancy, 576-7901.
TYPING DONE
in home. Spelling and gram-
mar included, 894-5652.
WILL DO TYPING
in my home,
call Dianne,
579-3741.
TYPING: ESSAYS,
reports, projects, etc, cater-
ing to students. In a rush?
Call us. 745-9551.
WORD PROCESSING,
typing service; resumes, re-
ports. whatever. Fast turn-
around. Call 886-8089.
Personal
HIRING IS
underway for positions as
painters and formen with Col-
lege Pro Painters (R). Pay
ranges from $6 - $8 /hr. and
opportunities for advance-
ment are great. Stop by at
PCS for applications or fur-
ther info.
Rides
PASSING THROUGH
Toronto? If
you have a car
and want to take passengers
who pay for gas, call NAC
Ridesharing (416) 922-3181.
Lost & Found
FOUND: KEVIN
Get with it. Mich wants to
jump your bones badly. I'm
sick of hearing about it so
please dosomething about it.
Love, Scott and Sheila.
Monday
April 7
KPL LECTURE:
Dr. R. Fischer, of the R&C
Dept., will speak on 'The
Mysteries of Ancient Egypt'
12noonat the Kitchener Pub-
lic Library.
GRADUATION RECITAL:
Richard Benedict will per-
form a guitar recital at 8 p.m.
in the T.A. Everyone is wel-
come.
SPECIAL CONCERT:
WILD BILL McGee will per-
form a bagpipe ceremony at
3 a.m. in the Dining Hall.
Admission is free and all are
welcome to attend.
CAREER EXPLORATION:
This workshop will be held
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. Check in
PCS for location.
REGISTRATION:
Sign-up for the 'I Don't Want
to Write Exams' protest will
take place at 4 a.m. in the
Concourse. This coincides
with the profs' 'I Don't Want
to Mark Exams' sit-in in Dr.
Weird's office. Sandwiches
provided free from the Dining
Hall.
Position Opening:
SAMBOARD
DIRECTOR
Please submit resume and cover letter to:
John Karr
WLUSU Business Manager
Closing Date: April 12/86.
TODAY I
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CLASSIFIED ACROSS WLU
Wednesday
April 9
BOOK BURNING:
This ceremony will be held at
5 a.m. in the Concourse.
Marshmallows and weenies
(and sticks!) provided.
RESUME WRITING:
This workshop will be held
from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Check in PCS for location.
THE PARLIAMENT
Hill Diet Seminar will be held
April 24. Lose 20 pounds in
two weeks. Learn how in this
course led by Jacques
Hebert. Read the soon-to-be-
published Hansard paper-
back!
Sunday
April 6
GRADUATION RECITAL:
Pianist Lorin Shalanko will
perform at 3 p.m. in the T.A.
Admission is free and all are
welcome.
GRADUATION RECITAL:
Pianist Katherine Ramseyer
will perform at 8 p.m. in the
T.A. Admission is free and all
are welcome.
DEADLINES
■ Just get them in - we need the money!
CLASSIFIED CORRECTIONS AND CANCELLATIONS
■ Who cares if we get the advertisement wrong as long as we have your money. If there is a problem,
don't blame us - it was probably your fault.
■ Cancellations? It might happen, but if it does, don't blame us and don't ask for your money back
(we've already spent it on a staff trip to Florida).
■ Basically our policy is: as long as you pay, we're happy.
Circulation Department Information
Call toll-free 1-800-WLU-2990
Friday
April 4
GRADUATION RECITAL:
Guitarist Richard Van Wyck
will perform his graduation
recital at 8 p.m. in the T.A. No
admission charge and all are
welcome.
BARBARA McDOUGALL,
minister of state for finance,
will hold a news conference
at 10 a.m. in the PMC. At
10:30 a.m. she will speak to
students in the T.A.
Saturday
April 5
GRADUATION RECITAL:
Maureen Epp will perform a
piano recital at 3 p.m. Admis-
sion is free and all are wel-
come.
GRADUATION RECITAL:
Mezzo
soprano Krystine Tait
will perform at 8 p.m. in the
T.A. Admission is free and all
are welcome.
LOST: FRESH-
Water pearl earring. If found,
please call Anne, 884-7441.
Reward!
Upcoming
SUNTANNING SOCIAL:
willbe held Wednesday, April
8,1985 in Klara Konrad Kourt-
yard. Attendance (and no
clothes!) mandatory. Bring
yoursun-tan lotion! All males
invited!
CONTEST:
Win tickets to Springsteen's
May 15 concert or to Sarah
and Andy's wedding. All you
have to do is rename the
Student Union Building
(alias the Nickels Campus
Centre). Deadlinefor entries:
April 30, 1986. Apply: Matt
Certosimo.
MARRIAGE ADVICE:
Learn how to create the
'happy marriage'. Seminar
councellors include: Helmuth
Buxbaum and Claus Von
Bulow.
GARAGE SALE
to be held April 17 at the
Marcos Estate. Merchandise
includes 5,000 Gucci bags,
over 3,000 pairs of shoes,
hundreds of designer dres-
ses and 500 (mostly black)
bras.
lefts' Cl«sjm lC '1
I
CONGRATULATIONS!
I
I will be open Sunday I
I May 25th to celebrate I
I the occasion 5.,
(
\ I
I of the Grad
.-f-' ' rH
Call for reservations. I
U
150 University Ave. W. Waterloo kpi
UPSTAIRS =FT
/N 77/E A
- CITY HOTEL jtr
Doors open
at 8:00 p.m.
at the City Hotel j
across from ) X
Waterloo Town Square Wildcat Stnik*
Phone: 886-3480
WEATHER
ACROSS WLU
HOW TO USE THIS PAGE
The hard-to-recreate colour key shows the cold and
hot
spots oncampus.
We'll make no effort to predict tomor-
row's weather. Do you think we're meterologists or what?
Weather data:
Heather
Services Corp.
COPYRIGHT 1986, WLU TODAY
Wonder Land University
Athletic Complex: Steamy
and warm
in the saunas
and pool areas. Gusty
winds and cooler in
the
athletic field.
Residences: Cold, frigid air
mass stalled over this Clar-
ence Comrad Hall. Clear-
ing and warmer in Won't-
ison and Big House.
Theatre Emporium: Storm
system moves in. Possible
tornados which may re-
shape this area beyond
recognition.
MuckDonald and Dining
Halls: Screech-
ing winds continuein Muck-
Donald. Disturbance brew-
ing in Dining Hall.
Teaching Areas: Much move-
ment in these areas. Gen-
erally warm with some
cloudy intervals in the after-
noon.
Lie Barry: Continued tem-
pid temperatures with gusty
winds. Stale air masses
stalled in area.
Pee-ter's Building: Stuffy,
warm and predictable.
Some
sunny and cloudy
periods. Conservatively
stable weather area.
Gimme Shelter
Source: Environmental Canada By Pritchard Nephews, WLU TODAY
Weather control
By Ether McGas
WLU TODAY
Students' grades are being
seriously threatened by the arri-
val of spring and the administra-
tion has plans to amend the
situation.
The recent warm weather has
resulted in students by the thou-
sands, (relative hundreds here at
Wonder Land University), tak-
ing to their backyards, balconies
or even the limited grass-space on
campus to enjoy the sun and to
socialize. Consequently, their
study time is diminishing.
WLU administration is upset
at this recent metereological de-
velopment. "If no one studies for
finals, no onewill do well, and it
will reflect poorly on the univer-
sity," said Dr. Hussle Your Buns-
master, vice-president: academic.
"Sure, we except and hope that
some students will fail, but some
have to do well
"
Contacts have been made with
Soviet defector Ivan Thunder-
stormovich. "We hear that he has
knowledge of how to control the
weather," Bunsmaster claimed.
"Remember the winter of '76?
That was his doing. We hope to
arrange
for a cold and rainy spell
to coincide with the exam pe-
riod."
A reactionary students group,
headed by Brain Topless, pre-
sident-electricuted of Wonder
Land University Students' and
Others' Organization (WLU-
SOO), is trying to undermine the
actions of the administration. In
a statement circulated in the Fork
Room, theyclaim students' rights
are being violated. "Warm wea-
ther, tossing a baseball and get-
ting a head start on a tan are basic
student rights. If we let the
administration get away with
this, who knows what will happen
next."
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AREA WEATHER CLOSE-UP
Call local phone numbers listed below for a goodtime.
666-6666-666 847-8479-3879 988-389-4787
HELL OUR TIC GEN CITY
Cloudy periods High pressure
Hot and steamy continuing until area around Jill
like yesterday, high, spring, high -40, and John, high,
100, low 100.
low "60
45, low 2.
Tomorrow: freezing
Tomorrow: day- Tomorrow: little
over, windy, cold. hdit coming, high change, high 45,
high 100, low 0. "38,
low -68. ,ow |
936-837-1010 378-876-2987 887-400-0000
BAREY MOSS-COW HINTON
tornados likely, Large mush- Raining trains,
high, 80, low 60. room clouds high 43,
low 8.
Tomorrow: des- forming, high,
Tomorrow: Via
pair and destruc- 500, low -7. Rail men invade,
tion, high 85, low Tomorrow: for- high 33, low-1.
63. get it.
PIANOS FOR SALE
3 slightly used pianos
for sale CHEAP
If interested, see the uniformed man in the station
wagon by MuckDonald Hall between midnight
and lam.
FULLY
WASHED •
1005 Ottawa Street North
I "x^Lm?
3 -STUDENT ACCOMMODATION-
Stanley Park Mall KitchenerL 29 Univers.ty Ave. East
893 6366——J StSttkm ?/// I 742-6311
aauctbi■Ann
Preston Tisch: He has
-| >>ff 112 I" TO BE CONSTRUCTED VIPs for breakfast.
M J T 1 ■ rV 1 FOR SEPTEMBER, 1986 OCCUPANCY
V WI W /JmMr M i ■ (Location: 30 Hickory Street,Waterloo-betweenReglna & Weber Streets) ~ , ...
<W gJ MF Jm * i e r anofii er prevennot>s /
]
p-p -IT JM
,
1-1 .
35 V//y jfu^enf
Order any extra-large 3 item or more
"
:
3d l T\"i newsier- .
pizza and receive a small 3 item 6 slice pizza §
n
Itl instate fW!:jj! IP-
- -
absolutely FREE. PlM£*®iSK & J
PICK UP OR DELIVERY i r "'«'«* 112»« -r o
'
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 3/86 = =|= =MTO f—J I ... JWr* if?
Can not be used with any other coupons or specials B TB!m^/r <o)Z7ryT>>3P^ vo""°'<Al- Lut... Fulfilment....
PASTA'S PIZZA
R\
wiu;rid UUBIEn }—VmlSllJ/ KqT O .
w+AMidrfitm -J—— v7
Order any large pizza and receive a small, — )
2-item, 6-slice pizza for only 99 cents. j V p3o "| )
PICK UP OR DELIVERY -
W El> \
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 20/86 _«T<p
o,«ng.rea 3 \t£
Can not be used with any other coupons or specials
'
S z^7 I
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LEASING OFFICE: city management& appraisals ltd. at pT,
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Order any extra-large 3 item or more pizza Canadian Money Market Corporation >»«-
and receive a small 3 item 6 slice pizza 244 King street South I jtr*'PWFIT ciVli. KI6HTS
absolutely FREE. Waterloo (At Kitchener-Waterloo border) j )W rM"p ■■ ■
PICK UP OR DELIVERY OFFICE USMID<> nw . *«« 1 /V-jS
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 20/86
Urr,W HOURS. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. I J
Can not be used with any other coupons or specials
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PASTA'S PIZZA .
